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Summary 

High performance polymer fibers are playing an important role in various 

applications because of their outstanding properties such as ultra-high specific strength 

and modulus. However, high manufacturing cost and low production rate limit the 

production and market of such fibers. A major reason is the slow and expensive processes 

utilized. Gel spinning is one dominating process for producing high performance fibers 

by orientating disentangled molecular chains, which are maintained in the gel-like 

network during drawing.  It has been successfully used for several polymers including 

polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), and polyacrylonitrile 

(PAN). However, the consumption of large amounts of solvent in gel spinning hinders 

the development of this process and results in high cost of the fibers.  The major 

drawback of the gel spinning process is the solvent extraction stage. In this stage, the 

spin-solvent is extracted from the gel-fiber with a second solvent. As solvent extraction 

relies on diffusion, which is determined by concentration gradient and chemical 

interactions, it is a time-consuming process and the extraction solvent needs to be 

refreshed frequently to maintain a high diffusion rate.  

The major task of this work is to reduce consumption of extraction solvents and 

improve the extraction efficiency in the gel spinning process. UHMWPE fiber, which 

shows the highest specific tensile strength among polymer fibers, is used as a case for 

investigation. By adopting an ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system, a new spin solvent – 

polybutene – was discovered for gel spinning of UHMWPE. It is demonstrated that less 

extraction solvent is consumed compared to using paraffin oil, the most widely used spin 
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solvent for PE.  The improvement results from stronger phase separation behavior of the 

PE/polybutene gel at ambient temperature. Meanwhile, experimental results show that the 

extraction speed of polybutene is considerably higher than paraffin oil, as polybutene is 

energetically less miscible with PE.  

To further reduce consumption of extraction solvents, a mechanical twisting 

method was developed. It is found that a majority of the spin-solvent in the gel-fiber can 

be removed by applying twist to the fiber. Results showed that about 70% of the spin 

solvent can be removed by applying appropriate twists, while mechanical properties of 

the fiber can be maintained. Based on this innovation, a twist-film gel spinning process 

was developed to produce large-size and high strength UHMWPE filaments. Fibers with 

diameter of 80 μm and strength of 3.2 GPa are produced, which can be used as fish line 

or dental floss. For comparison, few conventional processes can produce such large-

diameter high-strength fibers.  

After the extraction issues were addressed with a new solvent and a new solvent-

removal method, a second task of this work is to explore new high performance polymer 

fibers that can be produced by gel spinning. Polyoxymethylene (POM) is an important 

engineering thermoplastic with exceptional properties. It has wide applications and is 

commonly processed by injection molding and extrusion. However, the progress in 

development of strong POM fibers is rather slow although research has been conducted 

for decades. A major reason is that POM is insoluble in most solvents at room 

temperature and may decompose when temperature is above the melting point. Thus, it is 

difficult to obtain strong fibers with melt spinning or solution spinning. One contribution 

of this work is the development of a gel spinning process for POM. Caprolactam is 
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selected as the spin-solvent based on the ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system and thermal 

stability of POM. The POM/caprolactam blend is a uniform solution at elevated 

temperature while forming a gel when quenched. Noticeable features of the obtained 

POM fibers are tensile strength of 2GPa and Young’s modulus of 40 GPa.  

To summarize, the contribution of this thesis work includes optimization of the 

gel spinning process and extension of this process to produce new high performance 

polymer fibers.  With discovery of a new spin-solvent and a new solvent-removal 

method, several issues of the current gel spinning process for UHMWPE are addressed 

by significantly reducing consumption of extraction solvents and improving the 

extraction efficiency. A concept of ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system plays a key role in 

this process. The feature of this blend system is that it forms a homogeneous solution at 

elevated temperature while producing a gel with strong phase separation when quenched.  

Under guidance of this concept, POM fibers were successfully gel-spun to achieve high 

mechanical properties.   
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1. Introduction 

  

1.1 High Performance Polymer Fibers  

The precise definition of high performance polymer fibers is still controversial. High 

performance functionalities may include high strength, high stiffness, high damage 

tolerance, excellent durability, high dimensional stability and high flame resistance [1]. 

Among these properties, high strength and high modulus are critical for polymer fibers. 

Therefore, this work mainly focuses on fibers with high strength and modulus. In fact, 

consistent efforts have been made to improve the fiber strength since the beginning of the 

twentieth century to meet increasing requirements of engineering applications. Especially 

in the last quarter of the twentieth century, high performance fibers have experienced a 

stepped increase in strength and modulus, which can be used in various applications, as 

seen in Figure 1.1. One representative of them is ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 

(UHMWPE) [1, 2].  Several other types of high performance polymer fibers were also 

developed and commercialized as shown in Table 1.1 [3]. With the introduction of such 

fibers, new applications have been or are being developed, particularly for various armor 

products and high-performance ropes. 

To meet the requirements in the aforementioned applications, high performance 

fibers must have a sufficient number of chemical and physical bonds to transfer stress 

along the fiber and limit its deformation. The two main types of physical bonds are 

hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces [4]. Compared to hydrogen bonds, van der 
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Waals forces are extremely weak. Both types of physical bonds have important effects on 

fiber spinning process and properties of the fiber. Spinning techniques must be developed 

based on the properties of the polymer, especially the physical bonds between the chains. 

The intermolecular and intramolecular interactions and the molecular structure of the 

polymer significantly affect the mechanical properties of fibers. For example, the high 

drawability of UHMWPE fibers depends to a large extent on the ability of the 

polyethylene molecules to slip past each other. This is possible because the only acting 

intermolecular force is the van der Waals force [5].  However, because of the weak chain-

to-chain van der Waals force, polyethylene fibers undergo creep especially at high 

temperature [6]. Thus, full consideration needs to be given during fiber spinning and the 

application of fibers based on the property of the polymer.   

 

Figure 1.1. Strength and modulus of high performance polymer fibers [1, 7, 8]. 

Although several types of high performance fibers have been successfully 

developed, the production and market for them are limited due to high cost. They are 
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produced in relatively small quantities by several specialized companies. Niche markets 

willing to pay a high price for the superior properties must also be identified.  Table 1.2 

shows a general indication of the relative prices of several representative high strength 

fibers. One major reason for high pricing is the low productivity and cost-effectiveness of 

the spinning techniques currently used. High performance polymer fibers are usually 

obtained by solution spinning or gel spinning instead of melt spinning. Both processes are 

much slower and cost considerably more than melt spinning. Additional processing steps, 

such as heat treatment under tension, are frequently necessary to produce higher modulus 

fibers [9]. Therefore, to reduce the cost of the fibers, the spinning processes need to be 

optimized based on further fundamental understanding of the mechanism.  

 

Table 1.1 Properties of typical high performance polymer fibers [1, 3, 7, 8, 10] 

Polymer Strength Modulus 

 

Commercialized 

value 

Lab achieved 

value 

Commercialized 

value 

Lab achieved 

value 

g/d g/d g/d g/d 

UHMWPE 30-40 72 1000-2000 2697 

Polyamide-6 9.5 9.8 50 187 

PPTA 18-28  400-1100  

POM 11.7  310 ~400 

PVA 11-17 44 230-387 1040 

PAN 5-14 23 85 268 
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Table 1.2 Fiber prices ( values given are typical starting prices for coarse yarns or 

rovings; finer deniers and special grades will be more expensive) [1] 

 

High performance polymer fibers  US$/kg 

UHMWPE 25-40 

Para-aramid 30-300 

Meta-aramid 28-50 

Zylon (PBO) 150-200 

 

1.2 Fiber Spinning 

To produce the high performance polymer fibers described in section 1.1, several 

types of spinning techniques have been developed in the past decades, including melt-

spinning and solution-spinning. One special sub-type of solution spinning is gel spinning. 

Gel spinning is significant primarily because of thermo-reversible gels that can be formed 

[11]. With crystalline junctions supporting the network of polymer molecules, a lower 
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concentration of solution can be used for obtaining higher strength fibers. Among these 

spinning techniques, melt spinning is the most successful for commercialization because 

of low cost and high speed. However, the strength obtained from melt spinning is 

moderate due to entanglements between polymer chains [10]. Thus, to produce ultra-high 

strength fibers, an alternative way is to dissolve the polymer into a solvent to disentangle 

the molecular chains before spinning [12]. With a solution formed, ultra-high strength 

fibers can be obtained by solution spinning or gel spinning [13]. The comparison of gel 

spinning with melt spinning is shown in Figure 2. In the gel spinning process, solidified 

fibers can be collected due to formation of gels after the solution is extruded. Compared 

to melt spinning, lower jet stretch is applied in the extrusion stage [2, 14]. The precursors 

obtained by fully removing the spin solvent is hot drawn to a high ratio to extend the 

chains. With highly orientated chains, the fiber shows high strength and high crystallinity 

[15-17]. For polymers that cannot be melt spun, solution spinning is a possible way to 

obtain fibers. 
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Figure 1.2. Comparison of gel spinning with melt spinning 

Even though high performance fibers can be obtained, solution spinning and the 

sub-type gel spinning process have limitations for commercialization. One common 

problem arises from huge amounts of solvents consumed, which hinders wide applications 

of such processes in industry. In the solution formation stage, considerable solvents (spin 

solvents) are used to form a solution with the polymer. For solution spinning, the 

concentration of solution is usually 20-30% [3, 9, 12, 13, 18], whereas for gel spinning the 

concentration is usually in the range of 5-10% [19, 20]. A second type of solvent is also 

needed for extraction after the solution is extruded from the spinneret. This solvent is used 

for fully removing the spin solvent to obtain precursor fibers [21, 22]. The extraction 

process is usually slow and extensive solvents are used. Due to the large quantity of 

solvents consumed in the process and relatively low speed of spinning, the fibers produced 

are quite expensive and are only available in comparatively small quantities [1, 23]. More 
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work needs to be done for wide application of the processes in producing high performance 

fibers. In this section, the pros and limitations of the current spinning processes are 

compared. One or more types of the processes can be used according to the properties of 

the polymer and the required fiber performance. 

 

1.3 Gel Spinning of UHMWPE Fibers 

As introduced in section 1.2, gel spinning is a method used to produce high strength 

fibers by utilizing an intermediate gel-like state. It became well-known in the fiber industry 

due to the success of the UHMWPE fiber development. This process has been studied by 

researchers from various countries since the 1970s [3]. Stages in the process include 

preparation of spin dope, fiber spinning, gelation, solvent extraction and hot drawing. To 

obtain high strength UHMWPE fiber, various solvents have been used for the spin dope 

such as tetralin, decalin, naphthalene and paraffin oil [12, 24, 25]. After a homogenous spin 

dope is obtained, the solution can be spun from an extruder. In this stage, one major 

technical challenge is to adjust the spinning speed to remove defects. The extruded solution 

is substantially cooled by a gas or a liquid medium, and crystallization occurs. During the 

crystallization process, the solution is solidified into a rigid gel structure with dispersed 

crystallites connected by a small amount of entanglements. The spin solvent contained in 

the gel fiber needs to be extracted before drawing. As shown in the literature, the 

drawability of the fiber is poor without extraction of the spin solvent [12, 18, 26]. The 

drawability in the last stage determines the final properties of the fiber. For UHMWPE, the 

most effective method of hot drawing is two-stage drawing [27]. The first stage is done at 

a relatively low temperature around 100°C to orientate most of the amorphous fibers [13, 
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28, 29]. Then the fibers are drawn at a higher temperature during a second stage drawing 

to increase their crystallinity and strength.  

Gel-spun UHMWPE fibers exhibit ultra-high strength, high modulus, and good 

chemical and wear resistance. Owing to low density and good mechanical properties, these 

fibers are highly desirable for use in applications such as cut-proof protective gear and 

marine ropes [30, 31]. Figure  1.3 shows specific strength versus specific modulus and 

illustrates why UHMWPE fibers have authentic high performance [32]. The UHMWPE 

used has extremely long chains with molecular weight usually over one million. The chains 

can transfer load effectively to the polymer backbone by strengthening intermolecular 

interactions, resulting in a tough material with high strength.  

 

Figure 1.3. specific strength vs specific modulus of various fibers [33] 

Gel-spinning of UHMPWPE high strength fibers has been quite successful but 

there is still large space for improvement. The fibers are mainly produced by three 

companies with the following trade names: Dyneema by DSM High Performance Fibers 
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in the Netherlands and the joint venture DSM/Toyobo in Japan, and Spectra by Honeywell 

in the USA [34]. Since the start of commercial production, performance of the fibers has 

been improved considerably. The gel-spun fibers are characterized by a high degree of 

chain extension, an orientation factor larger than 0.95 and a high level of crystallinity (up 

to 0.85) [35]. However, due to consumption of large quantities of solvents, the gel spinning 

process still needs to be optimized to reduce fiber cost.  

 

1.4 Oligomer-Polymer Spinning System 

With progress of research on the gel spinning process, more work has been 

performed on preparation of spin dope, focusing primarily on solvents used for dissolving 

polymers. A new concept of oligomer-polymer spinning has been introduced [36]. An 

optimal blend for gel spinning is obtained when the oligomer and the polymer have 

identical or similar repeat units. It has been demonstrated that the gel spinning process of 

UHMWPE fibers benefits from this concept. Meanwhile, the strongest poly(ethylene 

oxide) (PEO) fiber was obtained through the application of this concept by using 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) as the spin solvent for gel spinning [24]. This oligomer-polymer 

spinning system is quite useful and may help develop more high performance fibers with 

the gel spinning process.  

The oligomer-polymer spinning system is beneficial for preserving 

disentanglements of polymer chains during gel spinning. The system exhibits solution-like 

behavior at elevated temperature and displays a distinct gelation behavior when quenched 

to low temperature. The solution is quenched so that favorable disentangled morphology 

can be preserved. This is critical to successfully drawing the fibers to a large ratio in the 
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solid state. The disentangled morphology in the semi-dilute solution is preserved by partial 

crystallization of the solute when the solution is extruded to form a solid-like gel. The 

morphology can be maintained even when the spin solvent is completely removed as long 

as the fiber is not heated to the melting temperature. Because of the preserved morphology, 

the fiber can be effectively orientated in solid state. Furthermore, the orientation can be 

maintained as relaxation time of molecules is long in the solid-like gel network.  

Mechanism of the oligomer-polymer system and benefits to the gel spinning 

process need to be further investigated. The fundamental mechanism of this system is still 

obscure and poorly understood [37]. Feasibility tests were completed for only several 

cases. More work must be completed to better understand the underlying mechanism and 

benefits gained in solvent extraction and hot drawing stages.   

The concept of oligomer-polymer spinning system can be applied to gel spinning 

of other high performance polymer fibers. Success of a system containing identical repeat 

units has been demonstrated using paraffin oil with UHMWPE and PEG with PEO. In fact, 

it may also be effective for systems with similar repeat units, especially when the oligomer 

with exact repeat unit matching the polymer is not easily obtained.  If a system with similar 

repeat unit works, more high performance polymer fibers can be obtained with the gel 

spinning process. One task in this work is related to studying the system and extending its 

application in gel spinning of other polymer fibers.  

 

1.5 Challenges and Motivations  

Gel spinning of UHMWPE fibers has been developed for decades, but more work 

still needs to be done. The consumption of large amounts of solvents is still a huge problem 
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limiting growth of this application in industry.  To produce high strength fibers, the 

concentration of spin dope is usually lower than 10%. Additionally, a large quantity of a 

second-type solvent is consumed to completely remove the spin solvent before hot drawing 

the fiber [38, 39]. Actions need to be taken to reduce the consumption of solvents and 

improve the process efficiency.  

 The extraction process in gel spinning of UHMWPE fiber needs to be optimized. 

Besides consumption of huge amounts of solvents in the extraction process, efficiency also 

needs to be improved. Currently most of the extraction process is completed by soaking 

the gel fiber in a solvent, like hexane, for a certain amount of time. The extraction time 

needs to be shortened for improved efficiency. Besides reducing soaking time, it will be 

beneficial to explore new and efficient extraction methods.  

The application of gel spinning in producing high performance polymer fibers 

needs to be extended. According to the literature, this process is only suitable for several 

types of flexible polymers, including polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), 

polyvinylalcohol (PVA), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) [40]. 

This process must be further developed in order to be considered as an effective method of 

disentangling molecular chains, deriving inspiration from the new concept of “oligomer-

polymer spinning”. 

To address the above issues, in this thesis work, a new spin solvent polybutene was 

proposed to improve extraction efficiency and reduce the cost for gel spinning of 

UHMWPE fiber. This solvent was discovered based on the concept of oligomer-polymer 

spinning. It has been validated that polybutene forms a gel with UHMWPE, which can be 

used for spinning high strength fibers. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that the gel formed 
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with polybutene showed stronger phase separation behavior when quenched in air than that 

formed with paraffin oil. Extraction solvents can be saved by using polybutene as the spin 

solvent. More work was completed to test and compare the extraction efficiency of the two 

types of fibers with hexane. Considering the feasibility tests data, it is highly possible that 

polybutene can be applied as a spin solvent for large scale production of high strength 

UHMWPE fibers.  

Based on the comparison of extraction efficiency of paraffin oil and polybutene, 

the phase diagram of “oligomer-polymer” was investigated. A critical parameter in the 

“oligomer-polymer” blend is the ratio of repeat units between the oligomer and the polymer.  

Dimensionless numbers were defined for volume fraction of the polymer and the 

interaction parameter based on the ratio of repeat units. With such parameters defined, 

governing equations were obtained for the spinodal curve and the binodal curve. The effect 

of the ratio of repeat units on geometry of the two curves was numerically studied. The 

numerical results for phase separation of PE with polybutene and paraffin oil were 

consistent with the experimental results, which demonstrated polybutene is more effective 

for gel spinning of UHMWPE fibers.  

Besides development of the gel spinning process with a new spin solvent, a new 

extraction process was proposed and a feasibility study was completed. Compared to the 

conventional way of extracting with solvents, the new process uses mechanical force to 

remove the spin solvents. With this extraction process, a new twist-film gel spinning 

process for large diameter PE monofilaments was developed.  

Another area of work in this dissertation research was the extension of gel spinning 

to polyoxymethylene (POM) fibers. A feasibility study has been completed, and high 
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strength POM fiber was obtained. The resulting process is environmentally friendly 

without using toxic solvents. The extraction process is also cost-effective by using green 

extraction solvent. Three stages of hot drawing were applied to the precursor fiber with a 

total draw ratio of 40. The resulting final fiber shows tensile strength of 2 GPa and Young’s 

modulus of 40 GPa.  
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2. Gel Spinning of UHMWPE Fibers with Polybutene as 

a New Spin Solvent 

 

ABSTRACT 

Gel spinning of UHMWPE fibers using a low molecular weight polybutene (PB) as a 

new spin solvent was investigated. A 98/2 wt% PB/UHMWPE gel exhibits a melting 

temperature around 115°C and shows large-scale phase separation upon cooling the 

solution to room temperature. The resulting precursor fiber from this gel was hot-drawn 

to a ratio of 120 yielding a fiber with tensile strength of 4 GPa and Young's modulus of 

over 150 GPa. Wide-angle x-ray diffraction indicates good molecular orientation along 

the fiber axis. The results also demonstrate the potential to further improve the 

mechanical properties. With respect to the gel spinning industry, this new solvent has a 

number of advantages over paraffin oil and decahydronaphthalene, and holds a promise 

of greatly improving the process efficiency.   

 

Keywords: gel spinning, UHMWPE, fiber, polybutene, high strength 
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2.1 Introduction 

High performance polyethylene (PE) fibers continue to replace conventional 

materials in many military and civilian applications such as composites, ropes, and 

textiles. The success of these fibers owes largely to their exceptional specific strength and 

modulus, coupled with excellent chemical resistance and low moisture absorption. Over 

the years, various processes have been proposed to produce high performance PE fibers 

[1]. The gel-spinning process, invented in the late 1970s, proves to be the most effective 

and industrially feasible method. In this process, a gel-fiber is formed from a semi-dilute 

solution, resulting in a lower density of chain entanglements relative to melt spinning 

which promotes greater drawability in the hot drawing stages [2]. A PE chain with ultra-

high molecular weight (UHMW) is allowed to become highly oriented along the fiber 

direction to obtain high tensile strength [3].  The UHMWPE fiber is typically processed 

by dissolution in a large volume of solvent so that the viscosity is low enough to spin 

fibers [4, 5]. The fiber properties and the corresponding gel properties depend on factors 

such as the solvents used, the polymer concentration, and the processing temperatures 

[6]. Various solvents have been attempted to form gels with polyethylene to obtain high 

strength fibers [5, 7-9]. Dodecane, naphthalene, p-xylene, 1, 2, 4-trichlorobenzene, 

kerosene and camphene have been used to dissolve UHMWPE [7, 10-16]. These 

UHMWPE solutions exhibit a thermo-reversible gelation behavior due to crystallization 

of polyethylene upon cooling; however, fibers obtained by gel spinning with the 

aforementioned solutions exhibit tensile strength usually less than 3 GPa. Accordingly, 

such solvents are not preferred for gel spinning of PE fibers by industry. Among the 

solvents studied for gel-spinning UHMWPE fiber, paraffin oil and decahydronaphthalene 
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(also known as decalin) are arguably the most successful spin-solvents used in industrial 

manufacturing. Furthermore, the strongest UHMWPE fibers reported were obtained 

using one of these solvents; the strength of which is higher than 4 GPa [12, 17-20].    

Despite the success with paraffin oil and decalin, both of these solvents have 

limitations.  Paraffin oil, due to its low volatility and low flammability, is commonly used 

to form strong PE fibers, but the concentration is limited to higher values. When the 

concentration is too low, the gel-network is too weak to form a coherent fiber during the 

spinning process. This restricts the production of high strength fibers since lower 

concentrations have been shown to yield higher tensile strengths from the reduced 

entanglements in more dilute solutions. A second limitation of the paraffin oil spin-

solvent is from process efficiency and cost. Since paraffin oil is non-volatile, it must be 

extracted from the gel-fiber using a second (volatile) solvent and dried, before hot 

drawing to a large ratio to obtain high strength fiber. Common extraction solvents for 

paraffin oil include n-hexane, diethyl ether, n-pentane, methylene chloride, 

trichlorotrifluoroethane (TCTFE), dioxane and toluene [11].  Typically n-hexane is used 

as an effective extraction solvent for achieving high strength [4, 6, 18]. Since UHMWPE 

and paraffin oil have identical chemical repeat units, the interaction between paraffin oil 

and polyethylene is strong requiring more time to extract paraffin oil from the fiber with 

n-hexane [9]. The extraction process can take hours or even days depending on the 

extraction conditions [21]. In a continuous process of fiber production, the extraction 

solvent should be continuously replaced with fresh extraction solvent to accelerate the 

process [22]. Under typical conditions, the concentration of UHMWPE solution for gel-

spinning is about 5-10 wt%. In such a range of spinning concentration, a large amount of 
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hexane is consumed for extracting. The concentration limit and the extraction cost can 

negatively impact the effectiveness and economics of the overall process.   

Limitations also exist for decalin as a spin solvent. For decalin, the spin dope 

concentration can be lower, reaching 2% due to rapid evaporation that occurs 

immediately upon extrusion [5, 9]. With such a low concentration, super strong 

UHMWPE fibers can be obtained [18, 20]. Since decalin is volatile at the typical 

spinning temperatures, a second extraction solvent is not necessary. However, decalin is 

highly flammable and toxic, leading to a more dangerous and environmentally unfriendly 

process. Besides, time and efforts have to be spent in optimization of the processing 

conditions if decalin is used as the solvent. As is reported, high strength fiber is usually 

obtained at a low spinning speed [18, 23]. However, as decalin is highly evaporative, 

skin-core inhomogeneous ‘shish-kebab’ structure is formed at low spinning speeds, 

which will affect the drawability of the final fiber and the strength [24-26]. An 

intermediate value for spinning speed is consequently needed for obtaining high strength 

fiber. The environmental concerns and competing effects of spinning speed on fiber 

strength limit wide application of decalin in gel spinning. Therefore, a need emerges to 

develop/determine new environmentally friendly solvents that can form spinnable gels in 

a large concentration range.  

In the present work, polybutene (PB) is investigated as a new spin-solvent for gel-

spinning high-strength PE fiber. The PB described in this study is a liquid oligomer (or 

multimer), and is similar to paraffin oil in that it is non-volatile, non-toxic, and non-

flammable. It will be shown that PB behaves similar to paraffin oil during gel-spinning, 

achieving similar tensile properties in the final fiber. The key benefit of PB compared to 
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paraffin oil for gel-spinning lies in its phase separation behavior. Since paraffin oil and 

PE have identical chemical repeat units, there is a stronger interaction between them 

which causes the extraction to be more difficult than extraction of PB. PB has a slightly 

different chemical repeat unit so its interaction should be reduced. In present 

investigation, PB will be shown to be fully miscible with PE at elevated temperature, yet 

have significantly higher phase separation from the gel-fiber upon quenching than 

paraffin oil. This larger phase separation significantly reduces the amount of extraction 

solvent required for gel-spinning while simultaneously accelerating the extraction process 

due to the weaker interaction of PB with PE in the gel-fiber state. 

 

2.2 Experimental  

2.2.1 Materials 

The UHMWPE used is a Ticona (Celanese) GUR resin, in powder form, with 

weight-average molecular mass about 4 million Da. Polybutene with trade name Indopol 

PB L-6 and number-average molecular mass 280 was supplied by INEOS Oligomers Inc. 

The Indopol PB L-6 has a viscosity of 7 cSt at 40°C. The spin dope was prepared by 

combing UHMWPE powder with PB at 20°C and stirring the mixture in a beaker while 

heating to 150°C. The mixture was then poured into a preheated batch mixer (C.W. 

Brabender Prep-Center fitted with twin roller blades) and mixed for 20 min at 150°C to 

obtain a homogenized solution. After the solution was cooled to room temperature in the 

mixer, a gel of UHMWPE with PB was obtained. For comparison, PE gels were also 

prepared using paraffin oil and decalin as a spin solvent. Hydrobrite 550 PO white paraffin 

oil with number-average molecular mass of 541 Da was supplied by Sonneborn Inc. The 
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paraffin oil has a viscosity of about 100 cSt at 40°C. Decalin (cis+trans, 98%) was supplied 

by Alfa Aesar.  The gels of PE with paraffin oil and decalin were prepared with the same 

method as that with PB. 

2.2.2 Gel Spinning 

The schematic of the gel spinning process of PE fibers is shown in Figure 2.1A.  

The process was performed through an Alex James and Associates piston extruder with a 

2.54 cm bore diameter and 150 mL capacity. The homogenized PB/UHMWPE solution 

was quickly transferred into the bore (preheated to 150°C) of the extruder and allowed to 

equilibrate for 20 min. The solution was then extruded through a 1 mm die orifice with an 

aspect ratio of ~15:1 maintained at a temperature of 150°C. The fiber extrusion speed was 

set to ~1 m/min. The UHMWPE fiber solution was freely extruded into a 1 cm air-gap and 

quenched into ethanol at 20°C. The quenched gel-filaments were transferred from the 

ethanol bath to storage under ambient conditions until needed for experiments. 

2.2.3 Solvent Extraction 

The extraction of PB was performed by winding the gel-fiber onto a 1 inch diameter 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) rod. Both ends of the gel-fiber were fixed to maintain 

constant fiber length. The rod as prepared was submerged into an agitated bath of n-hexane 

at ~20°C for 60 min, as shown in Figure 2.1B. The PTFE rod containing the extracted gel-

fiber was removed from the hexane bath and dried under forced air convection while 

maintaining fixed fiber ends. 
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Figure 2.1.  Process schematic for gel spinning of PE fibers: (A) gel spinning; (B) solvent 

extraction; (C) hot drawing.  

 

2.2.4 Hot Drawing 

Hot drawing was performed with two stages through heated polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) as shown in Figure 2.1C. The total path length through the hot bath was kept at 0.8 

m in the two stages. The first stage drawing was performed at 120°C with a feeding speed 

of approximately 0.5 m/min. To study the effect of processing conditions on the fiber 

property, a collection speed of 15 m/min (draw ratio=30) and 20 m/min (draw ratio=40) 

was attempted in the first stage. Draw ratio as used in this paper is defined as the ratio of 

the collection roller speed to the feed roller speed. The weight induced stretch in the air-

gap region was relatively small and neglected compared to the large draw ratio during hot-

drawing since a small air gap of 1 cm was used. The second stage drawing was performed 

at 130°C with a feeding speed of 0.5 m/min and a collection speed controlled incrementally 

from a minimum of 1 m/min to a maximum limited by the drawability of the fiber. The 

A 

C 
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maximum draw ratio was determined by stepwise increasing the second stage collection 

speed at appropriate time intervals until fiber breakage. Fibers were drawn at each 

incremental ratio to obtain samples at least 6 m long for testing. 

2.2.5 Characterization 

The instrument used for obtaining differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data was 

a TA Q200 DSC unit (TA Instruments). Samples were sealed in hermetic aluminum pans. 

Nitrogen atmosphere and a heating rate of 10°C/min were used for all samples. Thermal 

gravitational analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA TGA5000 (TA Instruments). 

Samples were heated to 350°C in nitrogen atmosphere and held at this temperature until 

the weight change approached a steady value. The rheological data were collected with a 

TA AR2000EX parallel-plate rheometer (TA Instruments). The rheological behavior in the 

spinning process was also tested with a Dynisco LCR7001 capillary rheometer (Dynisco). 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected with a LEO 1550. 

The diameter of fibers was measured by weighing a known length of fiber and 

calculating the cross-sectional area. Before weighing, the hot-drawn fibers were briefly 

rinsed with ethanol to remove residual PEG from the hot-drawing stage and dried with 

forced air convection. 

The tensile properties of fibers were measured using an Instron 5566 universal 

testing machine. Fiber samples were wound onto wooden rods approximately 2 mm in 

diameter and super-glued over the wound fiber ends. Crosshead speed was 100 mm/min 

with a gauge length of ~10 cm. All tensile tests were performed under ambient conditions 

(40-60% relative humidity at 20-22°C). Four samples from each type of fiber were tested 

and averaged.  
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Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) data were collected on a Rigaku Micro Max 

002 (Cu Kα radiation, λ=0.154 nm) operating at 45 kV and 0.65 mA using an R-axis IV++ 

detector. Exposure time was 30 min for all samples. The crystalline orientation factor was 

calculated with the method developed by Wilchinsky [27]. The 110 and 200 equatorial 

diffractions were used to determine the orientation factor based on the orthorhombic 

UHMWPE unit cell [28]. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussions 

2.3.1 PE/PB Gelation Properties 

Selection of an appropriate spin-solvent is critical for the gel spinning process of 

PE as the gelation properties greatly affect the fiber performance. It is reported that the gels 

of UHMWPE exhibit excellent spinnability and the fibers obtained by drawing of the gels 

generally have high strength and modulus [7]. The conversion of the polymer solution to a 

gel results from the formation of crystalline junction points in the gel. For the gels of PE 

with paraffin oil and decalin, the structural features and the gelation mechanism on cooling 

have been studied by Jen et al [7, 8].  It is demonstrated that the gelation of UHMWPE 

from the two solutions is attributed to liquid-liquid phase separation driven by 

concentration fluctuations. The fluctuation is determined by the crystallization of PE when 

the solution is being cooled. For the gels with decalin, solvent flows out of the gels and 

syneresis occurs during crystallization. However, no significant syneresis happens for the 

gels with paraffin oil. As little information about the gels of PB/UHMWPE can be found, 

the gelation properties of PE with PB were examined in this study.  
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The gels of PB/UHMWPE with different concentrations were prepared, tested and 

compared with the gels of paraffin oil/UHMWPE and decalin/UHMWPE which served as 

controls. First, the phase separation behavior between the solvents and UHMWPE was 

studied. Each type of solvent and PE were mixed and cooled down to room temperature in 

the batch mixer to form gels. The gels from the three types of solvents were collected, 

wiped off solvents and weighed for comparison. The results are summarized in Table 2.1. 

At a concentration of around 3.3 wt% (2 g/60 ml), decalin showed the strongest phase 

separation and least solvent remained inside the gel. The phase separation between paraffin 

oil and UHMWPE was weak with most of the solvent being held inside the gel. Weak 

separation is consistent with the argument that paraffin oil has better affinity with 

UHMWPE than decalin because paraffin and PE have identical alkyl main chains, but only 

different chain lengths [8]. The phase separation behavior between PB and UHMWPE was 

intermediate, suggesting PB is less compatible with PE at room temperature than paraffin 

oil. Thus, it is deduced in order to gel-spin relatively low concentrations of UHMWPE, 

solvents with less interactions at room temperature are needed so that the polymer chains 

have a higher probability to contact with each other during gelation and form physical 

crosslinks. This deduction is especially important for gel spinning of fibers at relatively 

low concentration since the polymer chains have less entanglements which is beneficial for 

improvement of strength [7]. With a less compatible solvent, the polymer can quickly form 

a gel for spinning continuous fibers. If the solvent is too favorable to the polymer chains, 

it will take a longer time for the polymer chains to diffuse and form crystalline crosslinks. 

To validate this argument, lower concentration of solutions were prepared for gelation. The 

results are given in Table 2.1. For PB, a ~2% (1.2 g/60 ml) gel was obtained and only 
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around 55% of the solvent was preserved in the gel. While for paraffin oil, at the same 

concentration, a coherent gel network was not formed. From this point of view, it is 

possible to obtain high strength fibers by gel spinning of low concentration PB/UHMWPE 

solution.  

Table 2.1. Weight of the gels of UHMWPE with solvents. 

 

The thermal and rheological properties of PB/UHMWPE gels were studied to 

provide a reference for gel spinning process parameters. The DSC thermogram of a 

PB/2%UHMWPE gel is shown in Figure 2.2A. The blend shows single melting and 

crystallization peaks at reduced temperature compared to the neat UHMWPE, suggesting 

complete miscibility and similarity to paraffin oil/UHMWPE [29]. The similarity is 

PE Weight 

(g) 

Solvent 

Type 

Solvent Volume 

(ml) 

Gel Weight (g) 

2.00±0.01 Paraffin oil 60 41.26±1.18 

2.00±0.01 PB 60 35.68±1.20 

2.00±0.01 Decalin 60 25.60±0.19 

1.20±0.01 PB 60 30.40±0.82 

1.20±0.01 Paraffin oil 60 No self-standable gel 
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supported by the solubility parameters of the materials, which are 7.9, 7.5 and 8.05 

(cal/cm3)1/2 for PE, paraffin oil and PB, respectively [30]. According to Flory-Huggins’ 

theory, PE can be miscible in the two solvents. Thus, this gel also benefits from the 

polymer/oligomer blend with solution-like behavior [29]. The melting temperature of neat 

UHMWPE is reduced from ~140°C to 115°C after mixing 2% wt. UHMWPE with PB.  

One important parameter that needs to be tested is the transition temperature of 

viscous solution to solid gel. It can be inferred from a sharp viscosity increase approaching 

infinity as measured by parallel plate rheometry in an oscillation temperature ramp mode 

with 1% strain at a frequency of 10 rad/s. Complex viscosity of the 2 wt% PE/PB blend 

gradually increased when it was cooled from 150°C to ~100°C, where the viscosity 

increased rapidly indicating a transition from solution to solid gel, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

The formation of this solid structure is consistent with the crystallization temperature 

measured by DSC for the same 2% PE/PB gel; therefore, the solid structure formed during 

quenching of the PE/PB fiber should be consistent with a network of polymer molecules 

swollen in solvent and mechanically supported by crystalline regions, which behave like 

physical crosslinks [29]. 
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Figure 2.2.   DSC of (A) neat PE powder and 2% PE/PB blend and (B) gel-spun PE fibers 

at various stages of processing. The DSC scans were conducted at 10°C/min heating rate 

in nitrogen atmosphere. 
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Figure 2.3. Parallel plate rheometry: cooling from 150°C at 2°C/min to transition 

temperature. 

 

2.3.2 Extrusion of as-spun Fiber  

Continuous production of UHMWPE fibers by gel spinning requires continuously 

pumping and extruding the gel solution through a spinneret. Several conditions can affect 

the property of the fiber including spinning temperature, spinning speed and jet stretch 

ratio. As PB is quite stable up to 350°C, the extrusion temperature can be adjusted over a 

wide range in order to obtain a uniform fiber extrudate.  In this study, an operating 

temperature of 150°C was able to produce and maintain uniform fibers. According to the 

literature, too much jet stretch can be destructive to the fiber property [6]. Thus, no jet 

stretch is applied to the fiber in this study. As a result of using extremely long chain 

molecules for generating strong fibers, the solution is highly elastic and can easily incur 
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flow instabilities such as secondary flow vortices, elastic turbulence, pulsing flow and 

draw resonance [31]. Stretching of the viscoelastic solution beyond a critical value of the 

deformation rate may readily lead to brittle fracture of the spinline as a result of storage 

of part of the deformation energy. The resulting fiber has considerably poor mechanical 

properties [23].  The rheological behavior of the gel solution determines the spinnability 

of the gel solution [32]. Based on the rheological property of the solution, it is important 

to use an appropriate spinning speed for generation of strong fiber.  

A suitable spinning speed can be determined with a series of rheological tests.  

The fundamental rheological behavior of UHMWPE solutions have been reported in 

several papers, and non-Newtonian flow behavior including shear thinning occurs during 

the process [33-35].  For the new PB/UHMWPE solution and gel, both parallel-plate 

rheometry and capillary rheometry were conducted to study the flow behavior. Figure 2.4 

shows frequency sweep of the 2% PE/PB solution at a constant temperature of 150°C 

with constant strain of 1% and 5%. It can be seen that at low frequency (<1 Hz), the loss 

modulus (Gʺ) is larger than the storage modulus (Gʹ). The solution is dominated by 

viscous behavior instead of elasticity. It can be deduced that the solution should be 

spinnable in this region by suppressing the elasticity to obtain high strength fiber. For the 

region at high frequency (>1 Hz), the storage modulus (Gʹ) is higher than the loss 

modulus (Gʺ), which means elasticity is dominating the solution. If the solution is spun in 

this region, notable die swell will happen and fibers obtained will have more defects. 

Figure 2.5 shows shear viscosity versus shear rate obtained from capillary rheometry. It 

can be seen that the PB/UHMWPE solution is highly shear-thinning and its viscosity to 

shear rate relation fits well to the classical power-law model. An appropriate extruding 
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rate can be obtained by combing the data in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5. According to the 

Cox-Merz rule, a correlation between the complex viscosity in an oscillatory frequency 

sweep and the stationary viscosity from continuous shear can be established [36]. This 

means that viscous behavior would dominate at a shear rate less than 1 s-1. A suitable 

spinning speed for reducing die swell and flow instability was therefore estimated to be 

~0.5 m/min, corresponding to this shear rate region.   

 

 

Figure 2.4. Linear viscoelastic behavior of the 2% PE/PB solution by frequency sweep at 

150°C with a parallel plate rheometer. 
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Figure 2.5. Rheological properties of the 2% PE/PB solution at 150°C obtained by 

capillary rheometry. 

 

2.3.3 Solvent Extraction  

Solvent extraction is a key factor affecting the efficiency of the process and the 

drawability of the UHMWPE fibers [21]. In this study, hexane was used as an extraction 

solvent, and extraction was conducted using a setup shown in Figure 2.1B. As much 

solvent has been separated from the as-spun gel fibers when quenched to room 

temperature, only residual PB in the gel fiber is extracted to obtain precursor fibers. The 

volume of hexane in the extraction bath was ~5000 larger than the volume of the gel-

fiber in order to maintain a maximum concentration gradient throughout the extraction 

process.  
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The extraction of PB can be quantitatively analyzed using the weight loss of fiber 

and compared to that of paraffin oil.  The gel fibers of weight (W0) were extracted in 

hexane for different time with agitation, and the extracted fibers were then fully dried 

with forced air convection to remove residual hexane and weighed.  The sample weight 

(Wt) was measured at several time intervals until no weight change occurred as hexane 

has been completely evaporated from the fiber. After extracting in hexane for sufficient 

time, an equilibrium state was obtained with the final sample weight W1.   With W0 and 

W1 determined, the initial concentration of the gel fiber was calculated to be 21.3% 

UHMWPE and 78.7% PB. The initial concentration of the gel fiber was much higher than 

the spin dope concentration 2% due to strong phase separation as described previously.  

The solvent extraction ratio (Es, %) can be calculated simply by  

 0

0 1

-
100%

-

t
s

W W
E

W W
  . (1) 

The solvent extraction ratios of PB and paraffin oil are compared in Figure 2.6. 

As show in the figure, PB can be extracted fast and an equilibrium is reached in about 2 

min. The extraction process of PB is more efficient than that of paraffin oil. PB can be 

extracted much faster even with a higher ratio of solvent in the gel fiber.  About 82% 

solvent is removed in the fiber when extracting for 1 min.  The percentage of solvent 

extracted increases to 98% in 2 min and then quickly increases to more than 99%. 

Instead, for paraffin oil, about 92% solvent can be extracted in 1 min, but the percentage 

of solvent extracted can only reach 95% at 2 min. Moreover, it takes more than 10 min to 

reach 98% solvent extraction, which is much slower than that of PB.  
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TGA scans were performed on pure PB, pure UHMWPE, and the PE/PB gel fiber 

before and after extraction to verify the extraction analysis. The gravimetric losses are 

shown in Figure 2.7. The pure PB spin-solvent evaporates almost completely after 20 min 

at 350°C in nitrogen atmosphere.  A similar TGA scan on the undrawn, solvent-rich gel 

fiber showed a weight reduction of 78.2% in 50 min which was assumed to result from 

evaporation of the PB component. This corresponds to 78.2% PB in the gel fiber, and this 

value is consistent with the calculated one obtained using the procedure by Eq. (1).  As 

predicted, the fiber after extraction in hexane showed no significant weight loss, as 

shown in Figure 2.7, suggesting the extraction process was sufficient to obtain an 

UHMWPE fiber, nearly free of the PB spin-solvent.     

 

Figure 2.6. Spin-solvent extraction comparison in n-hexane. 
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Figure 2.7. TGA weight loss curves as a function of time. Fibers were heated to 350°C in 

nitrogen atmosphere for 50 min to evaporate PB. Neat PE and PB are included for 

reference.  

 

The above results show that PB is easier to be extracted from the gel fiber than 

paraffin oil. This can be attributed to the poor interaction between PB and UHMWPE in 

the gel fiber, as shown by the large degree of phase separation in the bulk gel. Due to 

phase separation during cooling and gelation, a large amount of PB is leached out from 

the bulk gel. Table 2.1 shows the change of weight after gelation. The separated solvent 

was allowed to flow out and stabilize before taking measurements. The gel with PB 

shows more weight loss due to phase separation than the gel with paraffin oil after being 
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cooled to room temperature in air. The actual weight percentage of UHMWPE in the bulk 

gel of the PB/2% UHMWPE solution is ~4%. In the fiber form, the phase separation is 

more intensive; the actual weight percentage of UHMWPE in the gel fiber of the 

PB/2%UHMWPE solution is ~20%. The comparison indicates that most solvent after 

phase separation is still trapped in the bulk gel while in the fiber form with small 

diameter and large surface area, mechanical separation between PB and the gel network 

takes place more readily. All these results indicate that for gel spinning of UHMWPE 

fiber with PB as the spin-solvent, less extraction solvent is needed due to strong phase 

separation during quenching of the gel and the extraction process is also faster.  

Precursor fibers obtained after extraction were hot-drawn with different draw 

ratios. SEM micrographs of the precursor fiber are shown in Figure 2.8. Relatively 

smooth surface is obtained. However, non-uniformity can be observed from the 

magnified surface. It is mostly caused by the shrinkage in the radial direction in the 

extraction process when the ends were fixed. The WAXD pattern of the precursor fiber 

(Figure 2.9A) shows a nearly unoriented crystalline structure. The corresponding 

orientation factor is given in Table 2.2.  The lack of C-axis orientation of the precursor 

fiber is anticipated due to free falling without jet stretch of the gel fiber. The negative 

small orientation factor may infer some small vertical orientation, as also seen in previous 

studies [29]. The peak melting temperature of the precursor fiber is ~124°C, determined 

from the corresponding DSC thermogram in Figure 2.2B. The melting temperature of the 

bulk gel is ~113°C (determined from Figure 2.2A), considerably lower than that of the 

precursor fiber.  
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Figure 2.8. SEM images of gel-spun UHMWPE fibers:  (A) precursor fiber;    B) 

magnified surface morphology of the precursor fiber.  

 

Table 2.2. Orientation factors of gel spun UHMWPE fibers. 

Fiber type Orientation factor 

Precursor -0.263 

30× drawn first stage fiber 0.8826 

40× drawn first stage fiber 0.8936 

120× drawn final fiber 0.8996 

 

 

 

300 um 

A 

20 um 

B 
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Figure 2.9. WAXD patterns of gel-spun UHMWPE fibers at various draw ratios: (A) 

undrawn precursor fiber; (B) 30× drawn fiber at first stage; (C) 40× drawn fiber at first 

stage; (D) 120× total draw ratio fiber with 40× at first stage.  

 

  

A 

Precursor fiber 

B 

30× drawn 

fiber 

C 

40× drawn 

fiber 

D 

120× drawn 

fiber 
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2.3.4 Hot Drawing 

It is known that with hot drawing, the shish-kebab strucuture developed in both the 

as-spun and drawn fibers can be transformed continuously into the micro-fibril structure 

composed mostly of the shish structure [24]. The chains in the kebabs are incorprated into 

the shishes and consumed to extend the longitudianl dimension of the shishes during the 

drawing process. The fiber diameter becomes smaller with the structural transformation by 

hot drawing. It is also noted that the tensile strength and modulus generally increase with 

the decrease of fiber diameter. Hence, the objective of the hot drawing process is to achieve 

a large draw ratio and obtain fibers with the possibly smallest diameter.  In the previous 

studies of gel spun PE fibers with paraffin oil and decalin [29], drawing in two stages seems 

to be especially effective to obtain high draw ratios compared with other methods. Thus, 

in this study, the PE fibers spun with PB were also drawn in two stages using the same hot 

drawing conditions.  

The processing conditions such as drawing temperature and draw ratio at each stage 

are critical to the  tensile properties of the fibers. The temperature should be set high enough 

to enable long-range molecular rearrangements of polymer chains but lower than the 

melting temperature of the fiber being drawn to avoid fiber break. For gel spun UHMWPE 

fibers, the favorable drawing temperatures were in the range of 80-148°C [29]. If the 

temperature is too low, the molecular chains cannot be drawn enough to reach high strength, 

while at high temperature the fiber may be melted.  

The drawing temperature and draw ratio for the first stage can be determined from 

the material property of the precursor fiber. The drawing temperature was set to be 120°C, 

4°C lower than the melting temperature of the precursor fiber, for the first stage to obtain 
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sufficient molecular mobility but not to melt the fibers. The typical draw ratio reported in 

the literature is about 30×. In this study, two levels of first-stage draw ratio were tested: 

30× and 40×. The appearance of the fibers obtained after the first stage with the draw ratio 

of 30× and 40× is shown in Figure 2.10.  It can be observed the fibers show similar shape 

with different diameters.  

   

Figure 2.10. SEM images of first-stage hot-drawn fibers: (A) 30× drawn; B) 40× drawn. 

 

The structure of the first-stage drawn fibers was examined with X-ray.  The WAXD 

pattern of the 30× drawn fiber in Figure 2.9B is similar to that of the 40× drawn fibers in 

Figure 2.9C.  As anticipated, the process of uniaxial extension is accompanied by 

orientation of the C-axes of the crystallites along the drawing direction. The fibers at both 

draw ratios showed significant orientaion. Their azimuthal integrations of the [110] and 

[200] diffractions are plotted in Figure 2.11. The azimuthal width of each direction 

decreases appreciably after first-stage drawing. By comparing the intensities of the drawn 

fibers with different draw ratios, it can be seen that the intensity was mainly increased at 

the [110] diffraction with the increase of draw ratio. The intensity at [200] diffraction did 

20 μm 

A 

20 μm 

B 
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not significantly change. It can be inferred that, in the first stage of drawing, the fiber is 

mainly orientated with [110] diffraction when the draw ratio is increased. The orientation 

along [200] is only slightly increased when the draw ratio is larger. The crystallite 

orientation factor (Table 2.2) calculated in accordance with Herman’s method increased 

from 0.8826 to 0.8936 when the draw ratio was changed from 30× to 40×.The peak melting 

temperature of the 40× drawn fiber is 144°C (determined from the DSC thermograph in 

Figure 2.2B), much higher than that of the precursor fiber.   

The fibers obtained in the first stage need to be orientated further at a higher 

temperature to improve performance. According to the peak melting tempeature of the 40× 

drawn fiber and the reported drawing temperature for the second stage in the literature 

[6,9,19,29], the temperature for the second stage was set to be 130°C in this study. The 

maximum total draw ratio was found to be 120× for both the 30× and 40× drawn fiber. 

SEM images of the final 120× drawn fibers are shown in Figure 2.12. The final fibers have 

smaller diameter and relatively smoother surface than the first-stage drawn fibers. The 

representative tensile stress-strain curves of the final fibers are shown in Figure 2.13. The 

maximum strain for both the two types of fibers is less than 5%. For the fibers 30× drawn 

at the first stage,  the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the final fiber are 3.62±0.28 

GPa and 124.73±14.32 GPa, respectively. The fibers 40× drawn at the first stage show 

better performance, with tensile strength and Young’s modulus of 4.07±0.19 GPa and 

155.83±28.29 GPa, correspondingly. The orientation factors of these fibers are provided in 

Table 2. It can be seen that the orientation factor only increased slightly from 40× to 120×. 

The peak melting temperature of the drawn fibers with draw ratios of 40× and 120× are 
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also similar, both about 144°C. It can be inferred that orientation of the fibers is mainly 

completed in the first stage of drawing.   

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Azimuthal integrations of the [110] and [200] diffractions of the gel spun 

UHMWPE fibers at various draw ratios. 
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Figure 2.12. SEM images of the total 120× drawn fibers: (A) 30× drawn at the first stage; 

(B) 40× drawn at the first stage. 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Representative tensile stress-strain curves of UHMWPE fibers at maximum 

draw ratio and processed with different drawing conditions at the first stage: (A) total 

draw ratio 120× with the first-stage draw ratio of 30×; (B) total draw ratio of 120× with 

the first-stage draw ratio of 40×. 

 

In the hot drawing stages, chain extension and the ultimate draw ratio substantially 

depend on the number of intermolecular entanglements initially present in the fiber. The 

intermolecular entanglements appear to be affected by the nature of the solvent, the 

20 μm 

A 

20 μm 

B 

A B 
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polymer concentration and the spining conditions [19].  In this study, PB is verified as an 

effective solvent for preparing spin dope for UHMWPE and low concentration of solution 

can be gel spun under the spinning conditions. It can be deduced low intermolecular 

entanglements are formed in this system, resulting in relatively high drawability of the  

precursor fiber. The mechanism of the high orientaion factor and the high strength of the 

fiber can be explained using known theory of crystallization under extension. In the hot 

drawing process, long straightened segments of chains can penetrate the amorphous 

interlayers and coherently link adjacent crystallites to one another. As drawing continues, 

both the concentration and degree of orientation of the continuous intrafibrillar chains 

increase due to the conversion of convoluted conformers into straight conformers [37]. 

This in turn increases the length of the crystallinites and causes the crystallization front to 

move deep into the amorphous interlayers. When the fibers are drawn to a high ratio, most 

of the UHMWPE chains undergo crystallization.   

 

2.4 Phase Diagram of the “Oligomer-Polymer” Blend System 

The “oligomer-polymer” blend system has been demonstrated as an effective 

method for preparation of spin dopes for gel spinning. The system shows viscous solution 

behavior when temperature is above the melting point of the polymer. When the 

temperature is decreased to a certain value, phase separation will occur and gels will be 

formed afterwards. With formation of gels, the disentangled morphology in the polymer 

chains can be maintained even after the solvent is completely extracted, unless the gel is 

reheated to a high temperature. Thus, gelation is a distinct benefit of the “oligomer-

polymer” blend system. Besides, the strong phase separation behavior is also favored by 
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gel spinning as it can significantly improve the extraction efficiency and reduce 

consumption of the extraction solvent. As described in this chapter, the phase separation 

behavior of polybutene is much stronger than that of paraffin oil. However, the 

mechanism about phase separation in the “oligomer-polymer” system is still unclear. In 

this section, Flory-Huggins theory is used to build the phase diagram of this system. 

The free energy of mixing for the “oligomer-polymer” blend can be expressed as: 

∆𝐺𝑚 = 𝑅𝑇𝜒𝜙𝐴𝜙𝐵 + 𝑅𝑇(
𝜙𝐴

𝑛𝐴
𝑙𝑛𝜙𝐴 +

𝜙𝐴

𝑛𝐵
𝑙𝑛𝜙𝐵)        (1) 

In Eq. (1), ØA and ØB are volume fractions of the two components, nA and nB are degrees 

of polymerization. To obtain phase diagram of the blend system, three derivatives of the 

free energy of mixing are needed. Assuming χ is just a function of T, and independent of 

ØB, the first derivative is  

𝜕 ∆𝐺𝑚

𝜕 ∅𝐵
= 𝑅𝑇𝜒(1 − 2𝜙𝐵) −

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐴
[1 + ln(1 − 𝜙𝐵)] +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐵
(1 + 𝑙𝑛𝜙𝐵)                (2) 

The second derivative is  

𝜕2∆𝐺𝑚

𝜕 ∅𝐵
2 = −2𝑅𝑇𝜒 +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐴
∙

1

1−𝜙𝐵
+

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐵
∙

1

𝜙𝐵
       (3) 

The third derivative is  

𝜕3∆𝐺𝑚

𝜕 ∅𝐵
3 =

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐴
(−1)(1 − ∅𝐵)−2 +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐵
∙ ∅𝐵

−2       (4) 

At the critical point of upper critical solution temperature (UCST), set equation (4) to be 

zero, the volume fraction at the critical point can be obtained.  

(
∅𝐵

1−∅𝐵
)2 =

𝑛𝐴

𝑛𝐵
           (5)  

Set√
𝑛𝐴

𝑛𝐵
= 𝑘, the volume fraction of the polymer at the critical point can be calculated as  
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∅𝐵
𝑐 =

𝑘

𝑘+1
           (6) 

The interaction parameter χ at the critical point can be calculated as  

𝜒𝑐 =
1

2
(

1

𝑛𝐴(1−𝜙𝐵)
+

1

𝑛𝐵
∙

1

∅𝐵
)         (7) 

Substituting k into Eq. (7),  

𝜒𝑐 =
1

2
(

1

𝑛𝐴(1−𝜙𝐵)
+

1

𝑛𝐵
∙

1

∅𝐵
)         (8) 

The following dimensionless numbers are defined  

𝜒𝑐 ∙ 𝑛𝐵 =
1

2
(

𝑘+1

𝑘
)2          (9) 

To obtain the spinodal decomposition curve, set the second derivative Eq. (3) to be zero, 

the relationship between volume fraction and the interaction parameter can be obtained as 

1

𝑛𝐴

1

(1−∅𝐵)
+

1

𝑛𝐵

1

∅𝐵
= 2𝜒         (10) 

Dimensionless interaction parameter and volume fraction of the polymer are defined as 

𝑋 =
𝜒

𝜒𝑐
            (11) 

𝑌 =
𝜙𝐵

𝜙𝐵
𝑐            (12) 

With such dimensionless numbers, Eq. (8) can be simplified as  

𝑋𝑌2 + [
1

𝑘2 − 1 − 𝑋 (
𝑘+1

𝑘
)

2

] ∙
𝑘

𝑘+1
𝑌 + 1 = 0       (13) 

Eq. (13) is the governing equation for spinodal master curve. With similar method, the 

governing equation for binodal master curve can be obtained by setting Eq. (2) to be zero. 

𝑋

2
(

𝑘+1

𝑘
)

2

(1 −
2𝑘

𝑘+1
𝑌) −

1

𝑘2 [1 + ln (1 −
𝑘

𝑘+1
𝑌)] + 1 + ln (

𝑘

𝑘+1
𝑌) = 0  (14) 
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Eq. (14) is the governing equation for binodal master curve. The boundary conditions for 

the governing equations Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) are  

Xϵ [1, +ꝏ);  

Yϵ (0, 1+1/k);  

kϵ (0, 1].  

The governing equations can be numerically solved to analyze the effect of k on 

phase diagrams. It can be observed from Figure 2.14 that the ratio of degree of 

polymerization of oligomer to polymer significantly affects the geometry of both the 

spinodal and binodal curves. The ideal condition is mixing polymers with identical 

number of repeat units, where k equals 1. With decrease of k from 1, the spindoal curve 

becomes wider. It means for mixing of the polymer with an oligomer of lower molecular 

weight, the dimensionless interaction parameter is less sensitive to the change of 

dimensionless volume fraction. For the binodal curve, it shows a similar trend that the 

dimensionless interaction parameter is stable in a broader range of dimensionless volume 

fraction. The effect of k on the phase diagram is shown in Figure 2.15. It can be obtained 

that with decrease of k, the cross-point of spinodal curve with binodal curve shifts to a 

smaller dimensionless volume fraction. This means, for an oligomer with lower 

molecular weight, the critical volume fraction becomes smaller. When phase separation 

starts, the volume fraction of the polymer in one phase will be very small, which means 

that phase is almost pure oligomers. This can assist in explaining the strong phase 

separation behavior of the oligomer-polymer blend.  The defined dimensionless numbers 

also show a similar trend with change of k from 1 to 0.01 as shown in Figure 2.16. To 
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demonstrate the feasibility of this work, the conventional phase diagrams of the PEPB 

blend and PE/paraffin oil blend are calculated and shown in Figure 2.17. In the figure, 

both blends start phase separation at around 140°C. In one phase, the volume fraction of 

PE is close to zero, which can be assumed as pure liquid oligomers. While in the second 

phase, the volume fraction of PE shows significant difference. Before the blends are 

cooled to ~50°C, the PE/paraffin oil blend shows stronger phase separation with a larger 

volume fraction of PE in the second phase. However, when the blends are cooled to room 

temperature, the phase separation behavior of the PE/PB blend is much stronger. The 

results of the simulated phase diagrams are consistent with the experimental data in 

comparison of the bulk gel properties.  

 

Figure 2.14. The effect of k on dimensionless curves: (A) spinodal curve; (B) binodal 

curve  

A B 
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Figure 2.15. The effect of k on dimensionless phase diagrams 
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Figure 2.16. Variation of the dimensionless critical point when k is reduced from 1 to 

0.01 

 

 

Figure 2.17. Simulated spinodal curves of PE/PB solution and PE/paraffin oil solution 
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2.5 Recommendations and Outlook  

In this study, gel spinning of high strength UHMWPE fibers with PB as a new spin 

solvent was demonstrated. The concept of oligomer/polymer blend was used to explain the 

gelation behavior of PB/UHMWPE. The PB/UHMWPE gels show stronger phase 

seperation than the paraffin oil/UHMWPE gel, and lower concentration can be used to 

create spinnable solution. This suggests that it should be possible to spin the PB/UHMWPE 

gel at a lower concentration and possibly improve the tensile properties. This paper only 

provides an initial study for feasibility demonstration. As PB is stable in a broad range of 

temperature, it is highly possible to optimize the process windows to further improve the 

mechanical properties. The improved phase separation in the gel, as compared to that in 

the paraffin gel, may also help develop more effective solvent extraction methods and 

improve the overall process efficiency.  

 

2.6 Conclusions 

In this study, PB was introduced as a new solvent for gel spinning of high strength, 

continous UHMWPE fibers. The gelation behavior of PB/UHMWPE was investigated and 

compared with gels of paraffin oil/UHMWPE. It is found that the gels of PB/UHMWPE 

show larger phase separation at a low concentration than the gels of paraffin oil/UHMWPE. 

Particularly, this is supportive to the concept of oligomer/polymer blend.  UHMWPE was 

mixed with PB, an oligomer with similar repeating units to form the gel for spinning fibers. 

With A 98/2 wt% of PB/UHMWPE gel, PE fibers with strength of 4 GPa can be obtained. 

DSC and rheological measurements were used to determine suitable extrusion and drawing 
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conditions.  The results show that the blend is miscible, having a single melting peak under 

the fiber extrusion condition. It is also demonstrated that tensile strength and Young’s 

modulus increase with increasing draw ratio at the first stage when the total draw ratio is 

maintained. The high strength fibers show a highly orientated cyrstalline strucutre, verfied 

by WAXD.  
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3 Twist-Film Gel Spinning of Large-Size and High 

Performance UHMWPE Monofilaments 

 

ABSTRACT 

A novel twist-film gel spinning process was developed for large-size and high 

performance ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) monofilaments. In 

this process, twisting is demonstrated as an effective way to significantly reduce 

consumption of extraction solvent by more than 70%. Applying twisting to the gel film 

makes conventional solvent extraction proceed significantly faster.  Besides solvent 

extraction efficiency is greatly improved, UHMWPE monofilaments can be obtained 

with diameter about 80 μm while tensile strength is still over 3.2 GPa, which cannot be 

completed with conventional processes. Compared to the conventional ones, this process 

is more efficient and cost-effective for commercialization of high performance and large-

size UHMWPE monofilaments. It is expected to promote broad expansion of such 

monofilaments into various applications.  

Key words: twist, film, gel spinning, UHMWPE, fiber, high strength 
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3.1 Introduction 

UHMWPE fibers have been investigated for decades to meet requirements of 

various high-performance applications. Generally UHMWPE fibers are produced in small 

diameter about 20 μm with high strength of 3 GPa or above using the gel spinning 

process [1]. Nonetheless, large-diameter monofilaments with shapes of ribbon, strips or 

tapes are also essential in industry. They can be used for composites, dental floss, fish 

line, and other line products [2, 3]. For example, oriented monofilaments with high 

stiffness and strength can be used as reinforcements in single-polymer polyethylene 

composites [4] suitable for protective and ballistic applications [5]. In this case, large-

diameter monofilaments have incomparable benefits over small ones. They do not need 

to be made into yarns and the possibility of interfacial defects is reduced [6]. However, 

large-diameter polyethylene monofilaments produced by traditional processes typically 

have low mechanical properties and this greatly hinders their use in high-performance 

applications. In the past decades, a considerable amount of work has been done to 

improve the strength of such filaments.  

Different processing techniques have been attempted to make high-strength 

polyethylene filaments with large diameters. Improvement of strength has been achieved 

over decades. In the 1950s, melt extrusion was initially used to obtain polyethylene tapes 

[7]. By melt extrusion and jet stretching, tapes with thickness greater than 5 mm can be 

produced. Continuous lengths of polyethylene tapes with uniform cross-sectional 

thickness can be produced at relatively low temperature, but the strength of such extruded 

tapes is low due to the lack of orientations [8]. Calendering has also been reported for 

making large-size polyethylene ‘threads’ or filaments [2, 9]. UHMWPE powders were 
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fed between a combination of endless belts disposed in an up and down opposing 

relationship. The powders were compression molded at a temperature below melting 

point between the endless belts and then rolled and stretched into an oriented profile. 

Slitting of the resulting tapes, sheets, films or filaments with a heated knife can obtain 

items of a particular size that can be applied in a specific application. One major 

processing limitation with this process is that either the thermomechanical history needs 

to be precisely regulated or the production line is quite long with endless rollers. 

Furthermore, strength of the monofilaments obtained with this powder-calendaring 

process is still quite limited. The reason might be high concentration of entanglements 

limiting orientation of polymer chains [10], as well as the lack of strong fusion bonding 

between powders.  

In the 1970s, gel spinning was developed as a special solution spinning process 

for making high-performance UHMWPE fibers. This process has also been attempted to 

obtain high-strength large-diameter UHMWPE monofilaments [11-14]. However, 

application of the standard gel spinning process for making large-diameter 

monofilaments is limited for the following reasons. First, solvent extraction becomes 

extremely slow for large-diameter filaments, making the standard process uneconomical 

and essentially impractical. For instance, it may take hours or even days to satisfactorily 

remove spin-solvent in a gel fiber with diameter larger than 1 mm. Second, large heat-

transfer gradient in the radial direction during quenching of the large-diameter gel-fiber 

increases defects and structural non-uniformity. Skin-core effect is more significant and 

the resulting fiber has much reduced tensile strength [15, 16].  
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Even though conventional gel spinning is not effective, processes using its 

mechanism were developed to obtain large-diameter UHMWPE fibers. In one 

representative process, extruded UHMWPE tapes or filaments were swollen with a 

suitable solvent like paraffin oil at high temperature, and then gel was formed by 

quenching.  The solvent was extracted with a second type of solvent or removed by 

evaporation. High-strength tapes or filaments were obtained by hot drawing the dried gels 

[3, 17, 18]. Such processes were effective in improving tensile strength of extruded 

filaments/profiles, achieving strength in the range of 1.2-1.6 GPa. This strength, however, 

is still quite low compared with those of directly gel-spun fibers. The process is also 

relatively complex and the solvent extraction/removal stage is subject to similar 

disadvantages as experienced by conventional gel spinning [10]. Modifications were 

made recently by eliminating the solvent removal step. The ‘plasticizer’ was kept inside 

the tape or filament [17].  This somewhat simplifies the process but does not effectively 

improve the strength.  

Several other processes have also been tried to obtain high-strength large-

diameter monofilaments. One process is based on the concept of single-polymer 

composites by selectively melting the surface portion of bundled fibers to bind the 

filaments together followed by compression of the fiber bundle to form a large-diameter 

monofilament [19]. In this method, however, it is difficult to precisely control the 

processing temperature and time in order to achieve partial melting of the fiber surface. 

The fibers are also severely annealed at elevated temperature, leading to greatly reduced 

mechanical properties. To improve the strength and modulus, a modified process was 

proposed. High-strength multi-filament yarns with c-axis orientation factor over 0.96 
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were compressed and drawn in several temperature zones with accurate control of tension 

force to obtain monofilaments [20]. With this modification, strength as high as 2 GPa can 

be achieved. Nevertheless, this method is compromised by complicated drawing 

procedures in multi-temperature zones. If the yarns are produced at high cost, this method 

is not suitable for producing monofilaments to a large scale.   

From the literature survey, it can be seen that few processes are available for 

producing large-diameter high-strength monofilaments. The strength of such 

monofilaments, in general, is much lower that those of gel spun fibers. Therefore, there is 

a large impetus to develop new, more enabling process to fill this technical gap.  

In the current work, a new twist-film gel spinning process was developed for 

making large-diameter high-strength UHMWPE monofilaments. This new process is an 

extension of the standard gel spinning process, with key features added to enable 

fabrication of large-diameter filaments. Instead of standard circular fibers, films are first 

extruded out of a UHMWPE solution. Mechanical twisting is then applied to the film to 

remove most of the spin solvent and form a helical precursor. After additional solvent 

extraction, the precursor is drawn in multiple stages to obtain a high-strength 

monofilament with diameter of approximately 80 μm and strength of 3.2 GPa.  

  

3.2 Experimental  

3.2.1 Mixing of the Blend 

The oligomer-polymer blend of UHMWPE with polybutene was used for gel 

spinning of film. The UHMWPE used is a Ticona (Celanese) GUR resin, in powder form, 
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with weight-average molecular mass about 4 million Da. The polybutene with trade name 

Indopol PB L-6 and number-average molecular mass 280 was supplied by INEOS 

Oligomers Inc. The Indopol PB L-6 has a viscosity of 7 cSt at 40°C. The spin dope was 

prepared by combing UHMWPE powder with PB at 20°C and stirring the mixture in a 

beaker while heating to 150°C. The mixture was then poured into a preheated batch 

mixer (C.W. Brabender Prep-Center fitted with twin roller blades) and mixed for 20 min 

at 150°C to obtain a homogenized solution as shown in Figure3.1 (I).  

 

3.2.2 Gel Spinning of the Film  

The schematic of the film gel spinning process for UHMWPE is shown in 

Figure3.1 (II). Spinning was completed through an Alex James and Associates piston 

extruder with a 2.54 cm bore diameter and 150 mL capacity. The homogenized 

PB/UHMWPE solution was quickly transferred into the bore (preheated to 150°C) of the 

extruder from the batch mixer and allowed to equilibrate for 20 min. The solution was 

then extruded through a slot die with dimension of 10 mm×1mm as shown in Figure3.1 

(II), which was maintained at a temperature of 150°C. The film extrusion speed was set 

to ~0.5 m/min. The UHMWPE film was freely extruded into a 4 cm air-gap and 

quenched into ethanol at 20°C. The quenched gel-film was transferred from the ethanol 

bath to storage under ambient conditions until needed for further processing. 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of twist-film gel spinning process 

 

3.2.3 Twisting and Extraction of the Gel Film 

Solvent removal is a critical stage for gel spinning process. The gel fibers/films 

need to be fully extracted before drawing to achieve high strength. For the gel-spun films, 

most of the solvent PB was removed by mechanical twisting, and the residue was 

extracted with the setup as shown in Figure 3.1 (III). The twisted gel-film was wound 

onto a 1 inch diameter polytetrafluoroethyelene (PTFE) rod and both ends of the film 

were fixed to maintain constant length. The rod with wound films was submerged into an 

agitating bath of n-hexane at ambient temperature for 120 min. Subsequently, they were 

removed from the hexane bath and dried under forced air convection while fixed film 

ends were maintained.  
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3.2.4 Hot Drawing 

Hot drawing is an indispensable stage for orientating the twisted-film precursor to 

reach high mechanical strength. It was performed with three stages through heated 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) as shown in Figure 3.1 (IV). The total path length through the 

hot bath was kept at 0.8 m in each stage. The first stage drawing was performed at 90°C 

with a feeding speed of approximately 0.6 m/min. A collection speed of 4.2 m/min (draw 

ratio=7) was attempted in the first stage. Draw ratio as used in this paper is defined as the 

ratio of the collection roller speed to the feed roller speed. The weight induced stretch in 

the air-gap region was relatively small and neglected compared to the large draw ratio 

during hot-drawing. The second stage drawing was performed at 110°C with a feeding 

speed of 1 m/min and a collection speed of 5 m/min (draw ratio=5). For the third stage of 

drawing, the temperature was set at 130°C. A feeding speed of 1 m/min and a collection 

speed controlled incrementally from a minimum of 1.2 m/min to a maximum limited by 

the drawability of the fiber. The maximum draw ratio was determined by stepwise 

increasing the third stage collection speed at appropriate time intervals until fiber breakage. 

Fibers were drawn at each incremental ratio to obtain samples at least 6 m long for testing. 

 

3.2.5 Characterization 

The diameter of fibers was measured by weighing a known length of fiber and 

calculating the cross-sectional area. Before weighing, the hot-drawn fibers were briefly 

rinsed with ethanol to remove residual PEG from the hot-drawing stage and dried with 

forced air convection. 
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The tensile properties of fibers were measured using an Instron 5566 universal 

testing machine. Fiber samples were wound onto wooden rods approximately 2 mm in 

diameter and super-glued over the wound fiber ends. Crosshead speed was 100 mm/min 

with a gauge length of ~10 cm. All tensile tests were performed under ambient conditions 

(40-60% relative humidity at 20-22°C). Four samples from each type of fiber were tested 

and averaged.  

The instrument used for obtaining differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data was 

a TA Q200 DSC unit (TA Instruments). Samples were sealed in hermetic aluminum pans. 

Nitrogen atmosphere and a heating rate of 10°C/min were used for all samples. Thermal 

gravitational analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA TGA5000 (TA Instruments). 

Samples were heated to 350°C in nitrogen atmosphere and held at this temperature until 

the weight change approached a steady value. The rheological data were collected with a 

TA AR2000EX parallel-plate rheometer (TA Instruments). Fiber surface and appearance 

were observed by an optical microscope (Olympus BX51 optical microscope installed with 

an Olympus UC30 digital camera). 

Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) data were collected on a Rigaku Micro Max 

002 (Cu Kα radiation, λ=0.154 nm) operating at 45 kV and 0.65 mA using an R-axis IV++ 

detector. Exposure time was 120 min for all samples. Diffraction patterns were analyzed 

with AreaMax V1.00 and MDI Jade 6.1. The crystalline orientation factor was calculated 

with the method developed by Wilchinsky [21]. The 110 and 200 azimuthal diffractions 

were used to determine the orientation factor based on the orthorhombic UHMWPE unit 

cell [22]. Raman spectra of the twisted-film precursor and fibers obtained at various 

drawing stages were obtained using a 785 nm laser on a Raman microscope system from 
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HORIBA Scientific. For Raman spectroscopy, the fiber samples were mounted onto metal 

tabs and fixed with cyanoacrylate adhesive at both ends. Raman spectra were taken in the 

VV mode, and the fiber samples were aligned parallel to the polarizer and analyzer. PeakFit 

software was used to analyze the acquired Raman spectra with Gaussian-Lorentzian curve 

fitting.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Extrusion of Film from a Slot Die 

In this work, large-size monofilaments were obtained by hot-drawing of twisted-

films extruded from a slot die. The die size is 10 mm×1 mm. The geometry of the die is 

rectangular instead of a circular shape to reduce the effect of core-shell structure on final 

fiber strength and drawability [15,16,23]. It is seldom reported to obtain high strength 

large-size monofilaments directly by drawing extrudates from a circular die.  

Concentration of the spin dope is one of the critical parameters that need to be 

determined to obtain high performance filaments. To obtain high strength PE filaments 

with gel spinning process, a low concentration spin dope is generally preferred to reduce 

entanglements between polymer chains [10]. However, the concentration is also limited by 

factors including the dimension of the die, spinning temperature etc.  Continuous filaments 

cannot be formed at low concentrations due to the low viscosity of the solution under these 

conditions. In this work, the spinning temperature was set as 150°C, which is slightly higher 

than the melting peak of PE to assure using the lowest concentration spin dope while the 

viscosity is above the lower limit. If the temperature was set to a higher value, the viscosity 
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of the low concentration solution would be below the critical point. An appropriate 

concentration was determined based on rheological tests of the spin dope. Frequency 

sweeps of 2% (w/v) and 4% (w/v) PE/PB solutions at a constant temperature of 150°C and 

constant strain of 1% are shown in Figure 3.2. It can be seen that the storage modulus (G’), 

loss modulus (G”) and complex viscosity (|ƞ*|) for concentration of 4% are much higher 

than that of 2%. It is demonstrated that continuous and stable film can be spun with 4% 

spin dope while no stable films can be obtained with the 2% spin dope. Thus, 4% spin dope 

was selected for the experimental demo. The rheological data can also provide reference 

for spinning films with this die for other types of materials. It can be experimentally 

demonstrated that at low frequency (<0.3 Hz), the loss modulus (Gʺ) is larger than the 

storage modulus (Gʹ). The solution is dominated by viscous behavior instead of elasticity. 

It can be deduced that the solution should be spinnable in this region by suppressing the 

elasticity to obtain high strength fiber. For the region at high frequency (>0.3 Hz), the 

storage modulus (Gʹ) is higher than the loss modulus (Gʺ), which means elasticity is 

dominating the solution. If the solution is spun in this region, notable die swell will occur 

and fibers obtained will have more defects. Other parameters such as air gap and quench 

bath can also be determined based on rheological properties of the spin dope. For example, 

the gelation temperature of the PEPB solution is obtained from parallel plate rheometry, as 

shown in Figure 3.3. It can be observed that the gelation point is around 110°C, which 

provides reference for setting air gap and selection of quench bath to quickly obtain gel 

film/fiber when the solution is extruded out.  
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Figure 3.2. Frequency sweep of PEPB solutions with concentration of 2% and 4%  

 

Figure 3.3. Gelation temperature of PEPB solutions with concentration of 2% and 4% 
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3.3.2 Effect of Mechanical Twisting on Solvent Removal 

Solvent removal has been a big issue for gel spinning process, which greatly affects 

manufacturing cost and process efficiency. The conventional methods for removing spin 

solvents from the gel fiber are typically evaporation and extraction. Evaporation is mainly 

used for the solvents with high vapor pressure, like decalin. It is so volatile that it is easily 

volatilized far below its boiling point [24]. However, evaporation cannot be widely applied 

in industrial manufacturing. One reason is environmental issues. The volatile solvents are 

usually toxic and cannot be directly emitted into atmosphere, which need complex 

procedures to recycle. Another reason is that long ovens are indispensable for hot drawing 

the corresponding fibers to fully evaporate the volatile solvents, which increases 

manufacturing cost of the final fiber [25, 26]. For nonvolatile spin solvents such as paraffin 

oil, extraction with a second type of solvent is commonly used. The extraction technology 

is a key parameter to improve process efficiency and drawability of the UHMWPE gel 

fibers. Amounts of study have been done for improving extraction efficiency for certain 

types of spin solvents. The effect of paraffin oil concentration on the extraction time has 

been investigated to prove that the extraction solvent needs to be continuously replaced by 

pure solvent in a continuous process of fiber production [27]. The solvent separation and 

extraction dynamics of different concentration solutions were also studied [28]. It was 

indicated that the phase separation of different concentration UHMWPE gel fibers were 

only severe in the first hour and several days were needed to reach an equilibrium state. 

The root reason for low efficiency is that extraction is based on diffusion which is limited 

by concentration gradient and chemical interaction etc. [29]. Typically, the concentration 

of UHMWPE solution for gel spinning is about 6-8 wt%. Under such conditions, 12-15 
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times amount of spin solvent and around 1000 times or more extraction solvent will be 

used for producing 1 unit of UHMWPE fibers. Some spin solvent and extraction solvent 

will be inevitably wasted during the solvents’ recycling processes, which will cause 

environmental issues and increase cost of the final fibers. Thus, an alternative way for fast 

extraction of solvents is urgently needed to improve process efficiency and reduce 

manufacturing cost.  

In this work, mechanical twisting was introduced as an effective way for fast 

solvent removal. It is nontoxic and nonflammable with minimal generation of solvent by-

product while simultaneously increasing the process efficiency. A majority of spin solvent 

from the gel film was removed by mechanical twisting. To quantitatively study the effect 

of twisting on solvent removal, the mechanical solvent removal was performed by fixing 

one end of the gel film and attaching the other end to a motor with adjustable rotations per 

minute (rpm). After twisting, a soft tissue was used to gently remove any residue solvent 

droplets from the bottom of the film. The amount of mechanical twisting applied to the gel 

film is defined as turns per mm (TPMM) given by  

𝑇𝑃𝑀𝑀 =
𝑡∙𝑟𝑝𝑚

𝐿
 (1) 

Where L is the length between the two ends of the film in mm, t is the time for 

twisting in minutes, and rpm is the rotations per minute. A TPMM from 0 to 3 was applied 

to the gel film by varying the removal time, and the resultant mass loss from the gel film 

was measured. The weight percentage remaining (Wr, %) is assumed to be entirely from 

removal of the spin solvent, which can be calculated simply by  

𝑊𝑟 =
𝑊𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑊𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒
× 100% (2) 
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The values Wbefore and Wafter are the gel film weight before and after twisting, 

respectively. The weight percentage remaining as a function of TPMM is plotted in 

Figure 3.4. As shown in the figure, the gel film weight can be reduced to ~35% by 

twisting to ~3 TPMM. Further increase in TPMM does not significantly increase solvent 

removal; however, excess deformation of the gel film occurring at higher TPMM leads to 

instability of the process and may reduce mechanical performance of the final hot drawn 

fiber. A majority of the spin solvent is removed in the initial stage of twisting when 

TPMM ranges from 0 to 1.  

 

Figure 3.4. Weight percentage remaining as a function of the amount of twist applied. 

The polybutene residue in the gel films after twisting was also measured by TGA, 

as shown in Figure 3.5. The neat polybutene is completely gone in about 25 minutes 

while neat UHMWPE remains about 100% under such conditions [10]. The gel film has 
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about 80% of spin solvent inside instead of 96% in the spin dope, which results from 

simultaneous phase separation at room temperature. With twisting applied, the 

concentration of spin solvent in the gel film decreases. It can be seen that the 

concentration of spin solvent reduces to ~30% when TPMM=1. The results are consistent 

with that in twisting experiments and validate that a majority of the spin solvent in the gel 

film can be removed by mechanical twisting.  

 

Figure 3.5. TGA weight loss curves as a function of time. Films heated to 300°C in 

nitrogen atmosphere for 240 min to fully remove polybutene. Neat polybutene is used as 

a reference.  

 

3.3.3 Effect of Twisting on Fiber Properties 

As demonstrated, mechanical twisting plays a significant role in removing spin 

solvents from the gel film. However, the effect of twisting on the properties of the final 
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fiber still needs to be investigated. It was reported that, for melt-spun PE fibers, twisting 

either as-spun or drawn fibers decreased the axial orientation, modulus, tensile strength 

and also the elongation to break [30]. The changes in these properties increased with twist 

angle. However, as shown in our previous work, for small-size gel-spun UHMWPE fibers, 

the effect of twisting on fiber properties was quite different [29]. It was demonstrated that 

twisting largely enhanced solvent extraction effectiveness while the fiber properties were 

not reduced. As little information about twisting of large-size gel-film can be found, the 

effect of twisting on gel-spun film and the final hot drawn fiber was investigated in this 

study.  

The effect of twisting on as-spun UHMWPE/PB gel films was studied with DSC. 

As shown in Figure 3.6, the melting peak of the twisted films shifts to higher temperature 

with increase of TPMMs. One possible reason is the increased polyethylene concentration 

in the gel film after removing a portion of the spin solvent. With reduction of the 

compatible component PB, the melting peak of the gel film shifts to that of neat PE. 

Another possible reason is that twisting causes transformation of a small fraction of the 

film to the monoclinic form of polyethylene [30]. With comparison of the melting peaks, 

it can be found that the melting peak continuously increases from the bulk gel to the film 

with TPMM of 1. It can be inferred that the film is slightly oriented both in the extrusion 

stage and the twisting process. However, the melting peaks do not have significant 

variation among the films from TPMM of 1 to TPMM of 2.7. This has similar trend as the 

effect on solvent removal. With a certain degree of twisting, a majority of the spin solvent 

can be removed and the film can be moderately orientated. Over-twisting does not show a 

significant impact on improving solvent removal and orientation of the as-spun film.  
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Besides the impact on as-spun gel film, more concern is about the effect of twisting 

on performance of the final fiber. This was investigated based on optimized hot drawing 

conditions. For gel spinning of small-size UHMWPE fibers, hot drawing was usually 

completed in two stages to convert the ‘shish-kebab’ structure to ‘shish’ to achieve high 

strength by drawing to a large ratio [10]. As no reports are available for hot drawing of the 

twisted-films, trials were done with the conditions of small-size UHMWPE fiber as a 

reference. The drawing temperature, stages of drawing and the draw ratio at each stage are 

critical to tensile properties of the fibers. The temperature at each stage should be set 

appropriately to avoid melting the fiber while enabling long-range molecular 

rearrangements of polymer chains. For gel spun UHMWPE fibers, the favorable drawing 

temperatures were in the range of 80-148°C [31. It was demonstrated with trials that three 

stages of drawing were an optimal condition for obtaining high strength final fibers. The 

drawing temperature at each stage was 90, 110 and 130°C, respectively.   
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Figure 3.6. DSC endothermal melting peaks of UHMWPE/PB gel, extruded film and 

twisted-films with different TPMMs.  

 

The effect of twisting on final fiber properties was examined by hot drawing the 

twisted precursor films in three stages with optimized draw ratios to achieve the highest 

strength. In order to hot draw effectively, the spin solvent should be almost completely 

removed from the twisted-gel film before hot drawing. Excessive spin solvent residue in 

the gel film suppresses the melting temperature, thereby reducing the maximum drawing 

temperature that the film can undergo. If the twisted film precursors are oriented at 

relatively low temperatures, the tensile strength can be significantly reduced due to creation 

of defects [32]. Thus, the twisted gel films were soaked in agitated hexane for 2 hrs while 

maintaining fixed length for complete extraction befor hot drawing.  
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After hot drawing the twisted gel films with optimized drawing ratios to reach high 

strength, the effect of twisting on final fiber diameter and total draw ratio can be obtained. 

As shown in Figure 3.7, the final fiber diameter increases from ~65 μm to ~100 μm when 

TPMM is applied from 0 to ~3. Correspondingly, the totoal draw ratio decreases from ~135 

to ~60 with the increase of TPMM. One possible reason for the reduced draw ratio at high 

TPMM is the low efficiency in heat transfer with large amounts of helical patterns. The 

nonuniformity of heat distribution from surface to core limits drawability of the whole film 

precursor. Hence, the diameter of the final hot-drawn fiber is much larger due to low draw 

ratio. While for the precursor films with low TPMM, they can be heated fast to be drawn 

to a large ratio. However, the films direclty drawn to a large ratio may have ’slit film fiber’ 

or ’fibrous film’, which is detrimental to their mechanical performance [33].   

The effect of twisitng on mechanical properties of final hot-drawn fibers is also 

obtained based on the optimzied drawing ratios. As shown in Figure 3.8, the tensile strength 

increases to ~3.2 GPa when twisting is applied at TPMM of 1. However, with continuous 

increase of TPMM, the tensile strength decreases significantly. The effect of twisitng on 

Young’s modulus of the final fiber shows a similar trend. The Young’s modulus reaches a 

maximum value of ~140 GPa when TPMM equals 1. Thus, the optimal twisiting condition 

for obtaining high strength fiber from the gel-film precurosr is TPMM of 1. After being 

twsited, the film precursor is hot drawn for three stages at 90, 110 and 130°C, with draw 

ratio of ×7, ×5 and ×2.5 at each stage, respectively. The ultimate tensile strength of the 

final fiber is 3.184±0.059 GPa and the Young’s modulus is 144.3±12.5 GPa. 

Representative tensile curves of the final hot-drawn fibers are shown in Figure 3.9. The 

size of the final fiber is around ~80 μm in diameter. The results demonstrate that large-size 
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and high performance UHMWPE monofilaments can be obtained with twist-film gel 

spinning process. With a certain amount of twists applied, a majortiy of spin solvents can 

be removed while maintaining high mechanical property of the final filaments.  

 

Figure 3.7. The effect of twisting on final fiber diameter and total draw ratio 
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Figure 3.8. The effect of twisting on final fiber tensile strength and Young’s Modulus 

 

Figure 3.9. Representative tensile strength vs tensile strain curves for large-size 

UHMWPE fibers obtained with three stages of hot drawing.  
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3.3.4 Fiber Morphology and Strucutre  

The surface apperance of the twisted film precursors, and fibers hot drawn at each 

stage was examined. The twisted precursors were prepared by applying the desired amount 

of twsting (TPMM=1) and then extracting with hexane to fully remove residue at fixed 

length. The fiber samples were collected by hot-drawing the precursors. Optical images of 

the precurosr and fibers at each stage are shown in Figure  3.10. From Figure  3.10 (A), the 

helcial apperance indicates the twist applied becomes visible at a TPMM of 1. Meanwhile, 

it also indicates that the twist applied was well preserved through extraction in hexane and 

drying, and the TPMM applied to the gel films can be considered permenant after drying. 

The dried twsited film precursors did not show an obvious tendency to unwind even when 

unconstrained. With increase of drawing, the helical patterns on the fiber surface are less 

as shown in Figure 3.10 (B)-(D). The final drawn fibers do not show obvious helical 

apperance but some marks, which may be formed by the helical patterns during drawing. 

The helical patterns are hard to observe at a hot-draw ratio of 35 as shown in Figure 3.10 

(C). This observation is understandable as the film precursor has been extended for 35 

times, so the inital TPMM has been decreased by a factor of 35. For the inital TPMM of 1, 

the net TPMM after 35 times drawing is approximately 0.03. With such a low TPMM, the 

helical patterns should only apprear every 33 mm; hence, with the current length scale 

under the microscope, the twisting effect is difficult to be noticed. At the final stage of hot 

drawing, the actual TPMM becomes 0.01. Therefore, the twsited film precursors after three 

stages of hot drawing have almost the same surface appearance on a length scale of around 

100 mm compared to that without twisitng except the marks left in drawing stages.    
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Figure 3.10. Optical images of UHMWPE fibers obtained by twist-gel spinning process: 

(A) precursor; (B) 1st stage with draw ratio ×7; (C) 2nd stage with draw ratio ×35; (D) 

3rd stage with draw ratio ×94.5 

 

The strucutre of the fibers at each drawing stage was examined with X-ray. The 

WAXD patterns are shown in Figure 3.11. In  Figure 3.11 (A), the twisted film precursor 

shows diffractions along the equator and meridian indicating cyrstalline orientation parallel 

and perpendicular to the fiber axis. The perpendicualr orientation is typical for 

polyethylene gel fibers spun and extracted with solvents [34]. It can be deduced that the 

orientation along the equator mostly is caused by twisting. With hot drawing, it can be 

observed that the C-axes of the crystallites is orientated along the drawing direction in each 

stage. The diffractions along meridian gradually disappears. Particularly, the fibers at 

second stage and third stage show significant orientation parallel to the fiber axis while 

almost no orientation in perpendicular direction. To quantitatively describe the orientation 

200 μm 

A 

200 μm 

B 

200 μm C 

200 μm 
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develoment in the drawing stages, azimuthal integrations along specified crystallization 

directions are obtained. The azimuthal integrations of the [110] and [200] diffractions are 

plotted in Figure 3.12. The azimuthal width of each direction decreases significantly when 

the fiber is drawn into the next stage. While the intensities at both directions increase 

greatly with the increase of draw ratio. Based on the data of these two directions, the 

orientation factor for orthorhombic UHMWPE crystallite can be calculated with Herman’s 

method as shown in Table 3.1. The orientation factor keeps increasing with progress of hot 

drawing. By comparing the orientation factors, it can be inferred that the orientation mainly 

occurs in the first and second stage, as the orientation factor shows only slight increase in 

the third stage.  

In the calculation of orienation factor, it is found the structure of these large-size 

and high-performance UHMWPE monofilaments is different from the small-size ones. As 

shown in the publications, orientation of UHMWPE fibers by hot drawing is mostly in the 

[110] and [200] directions [10, 29, 34]. However, the filaments obtained by twist-film gel 

spinning process are different, as shown in Figure 3.13. In the total integrations of intensity 

with diffraction angles, a peak at ~40.4° coressponding to the crystalllite direction [011] 

appears and becomes comparable to the peak of [200] when hot drawing is completed [69]. 

By comparing the relative intensities of the three major peaks, it can be inferred that 

orientation is mainly focused on [110] and [200] direction in the precursor film and the 

first stage fiber. While in the second and third stages, orientation of the fiber is more likely 

to happen in [200] and [011] direction. One possible reason for the fiber inclined to 

orientate in [011] direction is the twist applied before hot drawing.      
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Figure 3.11. WAXD 2D patterns of UHMWPE filaments at different drawing stages: (A) 

twisted film precursor; (B) 1st stage drawing 7×; (C) 2nd stage drawing 35×; (D) 3rd 

stage drawing 94.5×.  
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Figure 3.12. Azimuthal integrations of UHMWPE filaments at different drawing stages: 

(A) [110] direction; (B) [200] direction 

 

 

A 

B 
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Table 3.1. Orientation factors of UHMWPE filaments at different drawing stages 

Fiber type Orientation factor 

Precursor -0.0902 

1st stage 7x 0.4334 

2nd stage 35x 0.8093 

3rd stage 94.5x 0.8985 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Wide-angle X-ray diffractograms of large-size UHMWPE monofilaments 

obtained by twist-film gel spinning process 
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The structure of the fibers was also examined with Raman spectroscopy. Figure 

3.14 shows the Raman spectra of  UHMWPE filaments at diffrent drawing stages. It can 

provide consistently reliable information about structural and morphological changes in 

the fibers. With the well established assignments of the observed vibration bands in the 

wavenumber region 900-1500 cm-1, crystallinites of the fibers can be calculated [36-38]. 

From the method proposed by Strobl and Hagedorn, it is possible to estimate the relative 

amounts of the orthorhombic crystalline phase [39]. For the crystalline fraction, the 

integrated intensity of the 1416 cm-1 band (assigned to CH2 bending) is used. It can be 

observed that with further drawing, the relative intensity of this band compared to the 

largest peak at 1125 cm-1  keeps increasing, which infers the crystallinity of the fiber is 

improved by orientation. Meanwhile, by comparing the spectra of the twisted precursor 

and the first stage fiber, it is found the bands 1024 cm-1 (assigned to CC stretching) and 

1270 cm-1 (assigned to CH2 twisting) are diminished, which represents a majority of the 

amorphous phase [40]. This is consistent with WAXD measurements that the fiber is 

orientated and crystallized by hot-drawing to convert amorphous regions into laminates 

[41]. By hot-drawing from the first stage to the third stage, the peak around 1060 cm-1 

continues to diminish while the peak around 1416cm-1 increases, which can support the 

selected orientions at such stages in WAXD measurements. For the band around 1300 cm-

1, which is assigned as interphase between crystalline and amorphous, almost no change is 

observed in the first stage while a huge decrease is obtained in the second stage. This 

phenomenon has not been reported before, which needs further investigation.  

With analysis of the morphology and structure of the filaments during hot drawing, 

it seems the effects of twisting are clearer. First, in the process of sovlent removal by 
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mechanical twisting, a polymorphic transformation is induced through slip or shear 

mechanism to yield a small amount of new crystalline phase, presumably the monoclinic 

polyethylene [42]. The monoclinic crystalline phase is supported by the WAXD pattern of 

orientated precursors and the broad peak around 1416 cm-1 in Raman spectra. The 

crystalline induced by twisting is maintained until the filament is drawn at 90°C for the 

first stage. Hot drawing increases the perfection and periodicity of the stacking of lamellar 

crystals, and causes the monoclinic polyethylene to tranform to the orthorhombic crystal. 

Thus, with further drawing in the second stage and third stage, the orientation of filaments 

is continuously improved and more orthorhombic crystals are obtained. The effect of 

twisting on fiber morphology and structure is gradually diminished by hot drawing to a 

large ratio. With three stages of hot drawing, helical patterns are hardly observed on the 

fiber surface and the crystalline phase is orthorhombic. Tensile strength and Young’s 

modulus of the fibers are significantly increased but the elongation to break is decreased.  
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Figure 3.14. Raman spectra of UHMWPE monofilaments at various drawing stages 

 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this work, a noval twist-film gel spinning process was introduced for large-size 

and high performance UHMWPE monofilaments. Using a slot die, uniform films can be 

spun with optimized spin dope concentration and extruding conditions, which were 

determined based on DSC and rheological measurements. Mechanical twisting was used 

to remove spin solvents from the films. It was demonstrated as an effective way to remove 

as much as 70% of the spin solvent without consumption of extraction solvents. To obtain 

high strength final filaments, three stages of hot drawing were developed for the twisted-
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film precursors. Based on optimal hot-drawing conditions, the effect of twisting on final 

fiber diameter, drawability, tensile strength and Young’s Modulus was quantitatively 

investigated. It is found with TPMM of 1, PE monofilaments with strength of 3.2 GPa and 

diameter of 80 μm can be obtained, which have wide potentail applications such as dental 

floss and fish line etc. WAXD and Raman were used to study the fiber structure change 

from twisted-film precursor to the final hot-drawn filament. The results show that 

orientation and crystallization of the filaments mainly occur in the first and second stage. 

It is also demonstrated that the effect of twisting on fiber structure is gradually eliminated 

in the hot-drawing stages. The monoclinic crystalline phase induced by twisting will be 

tranformed to orthorhomic crystals by hot drawing.  
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4 Gel Spinning of High Strength Polyoxymethylene Fibers 

 

ABSTRACT 

A novel gel spinning process is introduced for producing high strength 

polyoxymethylene (POM) fibers in this work. The POM gel-spinning process was 

enabled through an oligomer-polymer blend instead of conventional organic solvents, and 

the gelation properties were investigated. An 80/20 wt. % caprolactam/POM gel 

exhibited a melting temperature about 145°C and was highly stretchable by hot drawing. 

Some outstanding features of a gel-spun POM fiber with a draw ratio of 40 are that 

tensile strength at break is 2.01±0.11 GPa, Young’s modulus is 40.60±0.69 GPa. The 

drawability and tensile strength are significantly improved compared to those previously 

reported. Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction and Raman Spectroscopy were used to show 

good molecular orientation along the fiber direction and high crystallinity. The results 

also demonstrate the mechanical properties can be further improved with this gel 

spinning process.  

 

Keywords: gel spinning, POM, fiber, caprolactam, high strength 
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4.1 Introduction 

Polyoxymethylene (POM), also known as polyacetal and polyformaldehyde, is a 

widely used engineering thermoplastic polymer. The bulk mechanical properties of POM 

are comparable to those of nylon 6 or nylon 66, but POM has much better chemical 

resistant properties [1]. Since the start of its commercial production in the 1960s the use 

of POM has spread rapidly in the polymer industry, and various processes including 

injection molding, extrusion, blow molding and roll milling have been successfully 

developed for processing POM [2]. Nowadays, molded and extruded POM parts and 

components with high stiffness, low friction and excellent dimensional stability are used 

extensively in appliances, machinery, instruments, automobile, marine, aviation, 

building, and agriculture. 

In contrast to its success in molding and extrusion applications, POM has 

experienced rather slow progress in fiber spinning even though strong fibers with 

superior chemical resistance are highly demanded in numerous fiber and textile 

applications [3]. To some extent, POM does meet the basic requirements for fiber 

formation in melt spinning. It has sufficiently high molecular weight and flexible 

macromolecules without branches or transverse chemical bonds. It can also be melted at a 

moderately high melting temperature to transit into a spinnable liquid [4]. However, 

because of its high crystallization rate, in-fibril voids may occur and formed fibers can 

easily break during spinning and stretching processes. As a result, long fibers with high 

strength are difficult to be obtained from melt spinning techniques [5]; melt spun POM 

fibers typically have much lower mechanical strength than nylon 6 or 6,6 fibers.  

Moreover, POM can undergo significant thermal degradation above its melting 
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temperature and, therefore, special measures must be taken to develop a stable spin dope 

for melt spinning [6]. 

Besides melt spinning, other methods have also been attempted to obtain high 

strength or high modulus POM fibers. Hot drawing of melt extrudates or injection-

molded specimens was developed in the 1970s. Originally, dumbbell-shaped POM 

samples were hot-drawn in two stages on a tensile testing machine to obtain filaments 

[7]. The tensile strength of such filaments reached 1.7 GPa and Young’s modulus was 

about 35 GPa. Afterwards, more follow-up research was done, particularly to improve the 

heating efficacy during hot drawing. For example, dielectric heating was applied to 

selectively heat noncrystalline regions to orientate molecular chains during drawing [8]. 

The highest Young’s modulus of 60 GPa was obtained for tube samples. Microwave 

heating was also attempted during drawing of POM tubes to achieve high strength and 

modulus [9]. Even though the production of high strength and high modulus POM 

prototypes was demonstrated, the processes based on hot drawing of extruded or molded 

specimens was not successfully commercialized due to drawing instability and low 

production rate. The stretch became unstable when draw ratio exceeded about 10. The 

low stretchability is related to breakage of crystals and generation of micro-voids during 

hot drawing [10]. Furthermore, the collected samples had too large cross-sectional size 

and cannot be used in desired fiber applications.   

To mitigate the problem of drawing instability, a pressurized drawing process was 

developed [11, 12]. POM samples like tubes and rods were drawn in a vessel pressurized 

by a heated liquid. The application of high pressure was reported to have the effects of 

reducing drawing tension to reduce sample breakage frequency and preventing formation 
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of micro-voids [10, 12, 13]. Particularly for cylindrical extrudates, POM filaments with 

Young’s modulus of 50 GPa and tensile strength of 2 GPa can be produced. Nevertheless, 

like the aforementioned processes, this process lacked productivity and the filaments 

obtained were quite rigid with diameter in the range of millimeters [5]. The produced 

filaments were mainly used as geo-textiles. Finer and more uniform fibers are difficult to 

be obtained with this process.  

One latest development about spinning of POM fiber was by synthesis of new 

POM copolymers. By controlling the half-crystallization time,  the modified POM can be 

melt-spun and then drawn in hot atmosphere to obtain fibers [5]. The reported tensile 

strength reached 1.4 GPa. Even so, the strength needs further improvement to meet 

requirements of various high-performance applications.  

Among different fiber spinning techniques, gel spinning is a possible way to 

obtain superstrong polymer fibers, which has potential to be used for POM. This process 

has been successfully applied to several polymers including polyethyelene (PE), 

polypropylene (PP), and poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA), generally producing fibers markedly 

stronger than their corresponding melt or solution spun ones [14-16]. In the melt or 

solution state, shorter molecular relaxation time makes the macromolecules prefer 

entropically favorable random-coil conformation, which hinders orientation for high 

strength. Instead, in the solid or gel state, orientation of the polymers can be kept as the 

relaxation time is much longer due to the extremely high viscosity of the solid phase or 

gel-network [17]. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, gel spinning has not been 

tried for POM fibers as no suitable solvents have yet been found to form a gel with POM. 

It was reported that several types of organic solvents were used for solution spinning of 
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POM at elevated temperature, but none of them can form a gel network with POM [18]. 

Thus, to gel spin POM fiber, the first challenge is to find a suitable solvent that can form 

a thermally reversal gel with POM.   

 In this study, a gel spinning process for producing high-strength, continuous 

POM fibers was developed with caprolactam as a spin ‘solvent’, or as a compatible phase 

in a melt blend, to form a stretchable gel. For gel spinning, selection of a suitable solvent 

based on the concept of ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend is critical [15, 19]. With caprolactam 

as a spin ‘solvent’, a tensile strength of 2 GPa and a Young’s modulus of 40 GPa were 

obtained at a gel/solid draw ratio of 40. The strength is 40% higher than that obtained by 

melt spinning with the specially synthesized POM copolymer. Compared to the fiber 

produced with ordinary POM, the gel-spun fibers in this work is more than twice stronger 

[20]. This study focused on developing a suitable processing receipt for POM gel 

spinning and investigating the effect of processing on fiber orientation.  

The orientation of the gel fiber was completed through three stages of hot 

drawing. DSC, WAXD and Raman spectroscopy were used to examine thermal 

properties and structural changes with increase of draw ratio. 

 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials 

DuPont Delrin® POM (polyacetal) homopolymer resin was obtained from DuPont 

Performance Polymers. The Delrin® POM used was an experimental grade resin with 

a reported density of 1.42 g/cm3 and average molecular weight, Mn ≈80,000 Da. As a 
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reference, the commercially available Delrin® 100P NC010 resin has a reported Mn 

≈66,000 Da. Caprolactam was obtained from Brüggemann Chemical. All chemicals 

were used as received. Municipal water was used for the extraction process. Spin dopes 

were prepared with two steps. First, mixing POM pellets at 200°C in a C.W. Brabender 

Prep-Center fitted with twin roller blades until a uniform melt was obtained 

(approximately 8 minutes). Then caprolactam was slowly added until a uniform solution 

developed. The concentration of POM in the solution was 20% by weight. Once a 

uniform solution was obtained, the mixing temperature was reduced to 180°C. The 

solution was mixed for an additional 3 min before being transferred to the extruder.   

 

4.2.2 Gel Spinning 

Fiber spinning was performed through an Alex James and Associates piston 

extruder with a 2.54 cm bore diameter and 150 mL capacity. The homogenized 

POM/caprolactam solution was quickly transferred into the bore (preheated to 170 °C) of 

the extruder and allowed to equilibrate for 30 min. The solution was extruded through a 1 

mm die orifice with an aspect ratio of ~15:1 maintained at a temperature of 170 °C. The 

solution was extruded at a speed of approximately 1.5 m/min. The fiber solution was 

quenched into a 20 °C water bath 4 cm from the die exit. The quenched gel-fiber was 

collected onto spools at 15 m/min so as to apply 10 times jet-stretch to the fiber solution 

as it exited the die. The spools of gel-fiber were stored in a 50% caprolactam/water 

solution to prevent drying and successive phase separation of caprolactam before 

extraction and hot-drawing experiments were performed.  
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4.2.3 Spin Solvent Extraction 

Extraction of the spin solvent caprolactam from the gel fiber was completed in 

warm water. The gel fibers were wound onto a 1 inch diameter polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE) rod. Both ends of the gel fiber were fixed to maintain unchanged fiber length. 

The rod as prepared was submerged into an agitated bath of water at ~ 50 °C for 30 min 

to fully remove caprolactam. The volume of water was about 5000 times of that of the 

gel-fiber in order to maintain a maximum concentration gradient throughout the 

extraction process. The PTFE rod containing the extracted gel-fiber was removed from 

the water bath and dried under forced air convection while maintaining fixed fiber ends.  

 

4.2.4 Hot-drawing 

The extracted precursor fibers were oriented through three stages of hot drawing 

in a silicon oil bath. The total path length through the hot bath was 0.8 m. The bath 

temperature was maintained within ±1 C of the set value. The first stage of hot-drawing 

was performed at 140 °C with a feeding speed of 1 m/min and a collection speed of 12.5 

m/min to obtain a draw ratio of 12.5×. The second stage of hot-drawing was performed at 

150 C with a feeding speed of 0.6 m/min and a collection speed of 1.2 m/min to obtain a 

draw ratio of 2× (total draw ratio 25×). The third drawing stage was performed at 160 °C 

with a feeding speed of 2 m/min and a maximum collection speed of ~3.3 m/min, to 

obtain a draw ratio of 1.65× (total draw ratio ~40). Draw ratio used in this work is 

defined as the ratio of the collection roller speed to the feed roller speed.  POM fibers 

were drawn to the maximum ratio to collect samples at least 10 m long for testing. 
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4.2.5 Characterization 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data tests were done with a TA Q200 DSC 

unit (TA Instruments). Samples were sealed in hermetic aluminum pans. Nitrogen 

atmosphere and a heating rate of 10°C/min were used for all samples. Thermal gravitational 

analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA TGA5000 (TA Instruments). Samples were 

heated to 400 °C in nitrogen atmosphere with a heating rate of 20 °C/min to examine weight 

change. The rheological data were collected with a HAAKE MARS 60 rheometer (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected with a LEO 

1550 to inspect the fiber surface and appearance.  

Fiber diameter was measured by weighing a known length of fiber and calculating 

the cross-sectional area assuming a density of 1.42 g/cm3. Before weighing, the hot-drawn 

fibers were briefly rinsed with hexane to remove residual silicone oil from the hot-drawing 

stage and dried with forced air convection. 

The tensile properties of fibers were measured using an Instron 5566 universal 

testing machine. Fiber samples were wound onto wooden rods approximately 2 mm in 

diameter and super-glued over the wound fiber ends. Crosshead speed was 100 mm/min 

with a gauge length of ~10 cm. All tensile tests were performed under ambient conditions 

(40-60% relative humidity at 20-22 °C). Around 10 samples from each type of fiber were 

tested and averaged.  

Wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) data were collected on a Rigaku Micro Max 

002 (Cu Kα radiation, λ=0.154 nm) operating at 45 kV and 0.65 mA using an R-axis IV++ 

detector. Exposure time was 120 min for all samples. Diffraction patterns were analyzed 

with AreaMax V1.00 and MDI Jade 6.1. The crystalline orientation factor was calculated 
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with the method developed by Wilchinsky [21]. The 100 azimuthal diffractions was used 

to determine the orientation factor based on the hexagonal POM unit cell [22].  

Raman spectra of the extracted precursor and fibers obtained in the three drawing 

stages were obtained using a 785 nm laser on a Raman microscope system from HORIBA 

Scientific. For Raman spectroscopy, the fiber samples were mounted onto metal tabs and 

fixed with cyanoacrylate adhesive at both ends. Raman spectra were taken in the VV mode, 

and the fiber samples were aligned parallel to the polarizer and analyzer. PeakFit software 

was used to analyze the acquired Raman spectra with Gaussian-Lorentzian curve fitting.  

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Selection of Solvent for Gel Spinning 

The solvent selected is critical for gel spinning process. As is known, gel spinning 

is only suitable for several types of polymers including PE, PP and PVA. The reason is 

that suitable solvents can be found to form thermal-reversible gels with the polymers. 

POM has not been gel-spun due to none suitable solvents discovered. In the gel spinning 

process, the spin dope prepared by the selected solvent and the polymer should be 

partially crystallized directly after being extruded to form a solid-like polymer network 

(gel), but most of the spin-solvent is still maintained inside. The crystallization behavior 

is critical as it preserves the disentanglements of polymer chains in the spin dope, which 

is a semi-dilute solution before extrusion. With formation of the gel network, the 

disentanglement morphology can be maintained in the fiber even after the spin solvent is 

completely removed. The maintenance of disentanglements is the root reason for high 

strength and high modulus of gel-spun fiber. Drawing of the disentangled solid-like 
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precursor fiber can reach a large ratio for high orientation and crystallinity. By 

comparison, melt-spun fibers of the same polymer, which are also drawn under solid 

stage, cannot reach high draw ratio and high strength comparable to the gel-spun fibers. 

The reason is high concentration of entanglements available in the melt-spun fibers [17]. 

Compared to the conventional solution spinning, the benefit of gel spinning is that the 

relaxation time of polymer molecules in the gel network is much longer so that 

orientation of the polymer chains during drawing should not be relaxed to the 

entropically favorable random coils [19]. With preservation of the orientation, the 

polymer chains can be aligned to obtain high performance fibers.  

To obtain an appropriate spin-solvent for formation of a thermal-revisable gel, a 

concept of ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system can be used. In the system, oligomer and 

polymer have identical or similar chemical repeat units, but vary in number of repeat 

units. They are intrinsically favorable to each other due to the same or similar repeat 

units. At elevated temperature, they are possible to be miscible with low Gibbs free 

energy of mixing. Thus, the feature of this system is that it shows solution-like behavior 

when temperature is above the melting point of the polymer. While the blend is quenched 

below the crystallization point of the polymer, distinct gelation can be obtained. With 

preservation of disentangled morphology in the gel which allows large ratio of drawing in 

the solid stage, high strength and high modulus fibers can be obtained. This concept has 

been successfully used for discovering spin-solvents for gel spinning of ultra-high 

molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE), poly( ethylene oxide) (PEO) etc. [15, 19].  

As the repeat units of POM are quite close to UHMWPE and PEO, it has high probability 

to obtain solvents that can form a gel with POM by using this concept.  
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Caprolactam was selected as such a solvent based on the ‘oligomer-polymer’ 

blend system and thermal stability of POM. The monomers and comonomers used for 

POM include formaldehyde, trioxane, ethylene oxide, 1, 2-propylene oxide, 

tetrahydrofuran, 1, 3-dioxane, 1, 4-dioxane, 1, 3-dioxolane and 1, 3-dioxepane. 

According to the oligomers that can be formed from the monomers, several types were 

proposed for forming gels with POM. Paraformaldehyde (n=10) was initially attempted 

to blend with POM. It had a relatively high boiling point but was not stable, and 

decomposed to formaldehyde when heated. A second oligomer used was polyethylene 

glycol (PEG) (n≈9). A relatively stable solution with POM can be formed at 170°C for 

fiber spinning. When the solution was quenched to ambient temperature, gels can be 

formed and continuous fiber can be collected. However, one issue was the relatively 

narrow processing window. The POM would decompose and bubbles generated in the 

spin dope would greatly decrease the property of the fiber spun after a certain time. To 

address the stability issue of the solution, addition of amine groups to the oligomers was 

considered. According to the reports in the literature, the thermal stability of POM can be 

significantly improved by addition of polyamide [23, 24]. The amide groups provide 

active hydrogen to absorb formaldehyde generated from decomposition of POM so that 

the decomposition reaction can be suppressed [25, 26].  Three types of oligomers with 

addition of amine groups were examined including formamide, acetamide and 

caprolactam. Compared to the other two oligomers, caprolactam is more stable at 

elevated temperature up to 270°C. Additionally, it is a low-cost material with production 

over billion kilograms per year. It was demonstrated with experiments that stable 
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solutions of caprolactam with POM can be formed at high temperature, which will 

become gels when quenched to room temperature.  

 

4.3.2 POM/Caprolactam Blend Properties  

It was demonstrated that caprolactam can form a gel with POM. However, little 

information is available about the properties of the gel of POM with caprolactam. In this 

study, the thermal properties and rheological properties of POM/caprolactam blend was 

investigated. As shown in Figure 4.1 (A), DSC of a 20% wt. POM/caprolactam blend 

shows a single melting peak at reduced temperature (144°C) relative to the neat POM 

(175°C), suggesting complete compatibility and similarity to the UHMWPE/polybutene 

and PEO/PEG blends [15, 19]. The melting point of POM is suppressed by 31°C with 

addition of caprolactam. For the crystallization behavior, it shows similar trend that the 

crystallization peak is reduced from ~148°C to ~124°C after mixing 20% wt. POM in 

caprolactam.  
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Figure 4.1. DSC heating endotherms of (A) neat POM pellets and 20% POM/caprolactam 

blend and (B) gel-spun POM fiber at various stages of drawing. The DSC scans were 

conducted at 10 °C/min in nitrogen atmosphere.  

A 

B 
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The dynamics of gel formation when POM/caprolactam blends are quenched to 

low temperature was explored. As has been characterized with UHMWPE and PEO [19, 

27], the transition from viscous solution to solid gel can be inferred from a sharp increase 

of viscosity approaching infinity as measured by parallel-plate rheometry with a 

temperature sweep from above the melting peak of the neat POM pellets down to the gel 

transition temperature. Figure 4.2 shows the complex viscosity of the 20/80 

POM/caprolactam solution gradually increases when the solution is cooled from ~170°C 

to ~148°C. At ~148°C, the viscosity suddenly increases indicating a transition from 

solution to solid gel. Another method for determination of the gelation temperature is the 

crossover point of storage modulus with loss modulus in temperature sweep with a 

parallel-plate rheometry [28]. As shown in Figure 4.2, the crossover point of storage 

modulus with loss modulus is at ~147.5°C, which is very close to the value determined 

from the abrupt change of complex viscosity. The gelation temperature (~147.5°C) is 

very close to the normal crystallization temperature of the POM pellets (~148°C) as 

measured by DSC. These findings are in general agreement with those of the 

UHMWPE/paraffin oil and UHMWPE/decahydronaphthalene gels [29], indicating that 

they may have similar thermomechanical behavior. They share the same mechanism that 

gelation is attributed to liquid-liquid phase separation driven by concentration 

fluctuations caused by crystallization of the polymer when the solution is quenched. The 

gels formed are a network of polymer molecules swollen by the oligomer and physically 

reinforced by crystalline regions.  
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Figure 4.2. Temperature sweep of the POM/caprolactam blend cooling from 170°C by 

parallel plate rheometry  

 

Viscoelasticity of the POM/caprolactam blend was also investigated to provide 

support for determination of spinning parameters. In this work, the spinning temperature 

was set to 170°C. At this temperature, viscoelastic properties of the blend was studied by 

parallel-plate rheometry to assist in selection of appropriate spinning speed so that die 

swell and defects in the gel fiber can be reduced. The strain range suitable for linear 

viscoelasticity study was determined by strain sweep and the data are shown in Figure 

4.3(A). It can be seen that the storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) are almost 

constant in the strain range of 2~ 10%, which was chosen as the targeted region. In this 

region, frequency sweep was done for the 20% POM/caprolactam solution at 170°C to 
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examine changes of storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”) and complex viscosity 

(|ƞ*|), as shown in Figure  4.3(B). It can be observed that the complex viscosity shows 

only a slight decrease when frequency is swept from 0.1 to 100 Hz. The storage modulus 

is always smaller than the loss modulus in the whole frequency zone, which means the 

solution is dominated by viscous behavior. Using the Cox-Merz rule [15], one may map 

the frequency behavior to the shear rate space. The upper limit of the spinning speed is 

determined by the crossover point of the storage modulus with loss modulus. 

 

     

Figure 4.3. Viscoelastic properties of the 20% POM/caprolactam blend at 170°C: (A) 

linear viscoelastic region determination with strain sweep; (B) frequency sweep with 

strain of 2.5%  

 

4.3.3 Gel Spinning of POM Fiber 

In this work, a 20/80 POM/caprolactam blend was used as a spin dope for 

spinning POM fibers. Fiber properties can be affected by several parameters including 

spinning temperature, spinning speed and jet stretch ratio. As caprolactam has high 

A B 
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boiling temperature (270°C), the extrusion temperature was allowed to be manipulated 

over a broad range so that uniform extrudates can be obtained. This is quite different 

from conventional solvents, like hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP), which have significantly 

low boiling points [30, 31]. An extrusion temperature of 170°C was used throughout this 

study. The extrusion speed, which is related to viscoelasticity of the spin dope, was set to 

1.5 m/min with the collected rheological data as a reference to obtain continuous fibers 

with smooth surface. Another important parameter to be determined in the extrusion 

stage is jet stretch ratio. According to the literature about UHMWPE gel spinning, too 

much jet stretch can be detrimental to the fiber property [14]. Thus, generally, little jet 

stretch is applied to UHMWPE fiber to reach high strength. However, for POM, a jet 

stretch ratio of 10 was applied. As the melting point of caprolactam is about 69°C, the 

extrudate turned to a rigid rod without applying jet stretch after coming out from the 1 

mm spinneret. A 10-time jet stretch was found to be adequate for reducing diameter of 

the fiber so that it can be flexible to wind onto spools. A significant difference of this 

process from gel spinning of UHMWPE and PEO is that the oligomer used is solid at 

room temperature. Thus for the extruded POM fibers, besides applying jet stretch to 

increase flexibility, they need to be stored in the mixture of caprolactam with water. The 

purpose is to decrease phase separation and segregation of caprolactam plates in the fiber. 

If the fiber was left in the air to dry and crystallized caprolactam on the fiber surface was 

removed by mechanical force, the fiber property would be greatly decreased due to 

increase of defects. 
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4.3.4 Spin-Solvent Extraction 

It was necessary to extract caprolactam before hot drawing to allow high-strength 

final fiber to be obtained. As learned from drawing of UHMWPE precursor fibers, tensile 

strength of the final fiber would be significantly lower if drawing is conducted at lower 

temperature with spin solvents inside [32]. Thus, caprolactam in the gel-fiber was 

extracted in warm water at ~50°C and then dried with forced air convection before hot 

drawing. To assure caprolactam is fully removed from the gel fiber, TGA was performed 

on pure caprolactam, and the POM/caprolactam gel-fiber before and after extraction, as 

shown in Figure 4.4. The pure caprolactam evaporates almost completely after 10 min at 

200°C in nitrogen atmosphere. A similar TGA test on the solvent-rich gel fiber showed a 

weight reduction of 40% at 200°C which was assumed to be caused by evaporation of the 

caprolactam component; therefore, the composition of the solvent-rich gel fiber was 

estimated to be 60% POM and 40% caprolactam. A caprolactam content of about 40% 

differed from the initial concentration of 80% in the spin dope. The reduced caprolactam 

content in the gel-fiber probably resulted from phase separation and extraction that 

occurred between extrusion and actual testing of the gel-fiber [15]. From the 

concentration difference between the spin dope and the gel-fiber, it can be observed that 

caprolactam is efficiently separated from the gel-fiber between extrusion and collection 

with rollers, which means the solvent removal is not an issue for gel spinning of POM. 

The spin-solvent separation is more significant than that in gel spinning of UHMWPE 

[33, 34], making this POM process highly potential for continuous production. As 

predicted previously, the caprolactam content measured by TGA became minimal after 

extraction in warm water for 30 min, ~0.2% as shown in Figure  4.4, indicating that the 
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extraction process was sufficient to obtain a POM precursor fiber. The precursor should 

be almost free of the caprolactam spin-solvent. Morphology of the POM precursor fiber 

is shown in Figure 4.5(A). Relatively smooth surface can be obtained after extraction of 

caprolactam with water. 

 

Figure 4.4. TGA curves of POM/caprolactam gel-fiber before and after extraction. TGA 

of pure caprolactam and neat POM pellets were included for reference. The samples were 

heated in nitrogen atmosphere to 400°C with rate of 20°C/min. 
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Figure 4.5. SEM images of gel-spun POM fibers at various stages: (A) precursor after 

fully extraction; (B) 12.5× drawn first stage fiber; (C) 25× drawn second stage fiber; (D) 

~40× drawn third stage fiber.  

 

4.3.5 Hot Drawing  

As described in the preparation of superstrong UHMWPE and PEO gel-spun 

fiber, hot drawing is a necessary step to orientate the fibers to reach high strength [19, 

32]. Selection of suitable drawing conditions is critical. Significant changes in tensile 

properties with change of drawing conditions (particularly drawing temperature and 

20 μm 

100 μm 40 μm 

20 μm 
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drawing ratio) have been reported for gel-spun PEO and PE fibers. At low temperature, 

the molecular mobility is limited to achieve high draw ratios, while at too high 

temperature, the fiber may melt. For hot drawing of POM to obtain oriented products, 

plenty of studies have been done [7, 35, 36]. However, almost all of them were about 

orientation of rods or tubes obtained by extrusion or molding from POM melt. No 

conclusive drawing temperature and drawing rate can be obtained from the previous 

reports. One useful hint from the previous studies is that the temperature about 30°C 

below the melting point may be associated with an alpha transition in the crystal, which 

can be used as a reference for hot drawing [7]. Besides, it can be found a majority of the 

drawing tests for POM were completed in the temperature range of 108-165°C [36]. 

Thus, in this study, the POM fibers were subject to a three stage drawing process by 

utilizing the aforementioned information.   

Drawing temperature for the first stage was set to 140°C to allow sufficient 

molecular mobility to reach high draw ratios.  A draw ratio of 12.5× was proved to be 

stable and robust fibers can be obtained. By comparison, final fiber obtained with several 

other draw ratios (either smaller or larger) showed decreased tensile properties. 

Therefore, in this work, the first stage drawing was conducted with a constant draw ratio 

of 12.5×. With tensile stress induced orientation, the fiber property and structure showed 

significant changes compared to the precursors. As shown in Figure 4.5(B), the fiber 

diameter is much smaller after drawing for 12.5 times compared to that of the precursor 

in Figure 4.5(A). After hot drawing, small wrinkles on the fiber surface were removed. 

The disappearance of the wrinkle is probably due to the transformation of large-scale 

shish-kebab structure to small shish-kebabs with a serious deformation due to 12.5× hot 
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drawing [37]. POM molecules in the kebabs were forced to orientate under strong 

external drawing and the oriented molecules transformed into secondary shish structures.  

WAXD patterns of the precursor and the first stage fiber are shown in Figure 4.6, 

which can provide more information about orientation of the fiber by drawing. As shown 

in Figure 4.6 (A), the precursor fiber shows diffractions along the meridian indicating 

crystalline orientation perpendicular to the fiber axis. The diffraction is similar to that of 

polyethylene gel fibers spun and extracted with solvents [34]. For the 12.5× drawn first 

stage fiber, as shown in Figure  4.6 (B), two strong circular spots are present on the 

equator and four ellipsoid spots are symmetrically distributed in the pattern. The spots on 

the equator originate from the diffractions of the (100) crystal plane of the POM 

hexagonal crystals. The corresponding 2θ of the diffraction of (100) is 22.9°. The four 

ellipsoid spots represent the diffraction of the (105) crystal plane and the corresponding 

2θ is 34.6°. One-dimensional X-ray diffraction curve corresponding to the two-

dimensional diffraction patterns is shown in Figure  4.7. The relative intensity of the 

diffraction peaks represent the degree of the order in the material including crystallization 

and orientation. It can be observed that the diffraction peak at 22.9° is higher, and a new 

peak appears at 2θ=34.6°. The change of intensity indicates crystallization and 

orientation of POM by hot stretching. The orientation and crystallization can also be 

validated by DSC thermograms of the precurosr and the first stage fiber as shown in 

Figure  4.1 (B). The peak melting temperature of the 12.5× drawn fiber slightly increases 

from 173.5 to 180.9°C.  
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Figure 4.6. WAXD patterns of gel-spun POM fiber at various drawing stages: (A) 

precursor after solvent extraction; (B) 12.5× drawn first stage fiber; (C) 25× drawn 

second stage fiber; (D) ~40× drawn third stage fiber.  
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Figure 4.7. WAXD curves of gel-spun POM fibers at various stages 

 

The second stage and the third stage hot drawing were conducted at 150 and 

160°C, respectively. The draw ratios were 2 and 1.65, correspondingly. With continuous 

drawing at each stage, the melting peak of the fibers measured by DSC shifted to a higher 

temperature as shown in Figure  4.1(B). This indicates increase of crystallinity, which is 

in consistence with hot drawing of the UHMWPE and PEO [19, 32]. The high-

temperature endotherm indicates melting of the highly chain-extended (melting point of 

187°C) and the highly oriented crystalline blocks formed by hot drawing [39]. SEM 

images of the 25× and 40× drawn fiber are shown in Figure  4.5 (C) and (D). It can be 

observed that smoother surface and smaller size can be obtained by drawing. The 
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diameter of the final fiber is about 20 μm. WAXD patterns of the POM fibers drawn to 

25× and 40× are shown in Figure  4.6 (C) and (D). It can be observed that highly 

oriented, crytalline structure was developed with hot drawing. Figure  4.7 shows that in 

such two drawing stages, the relative intensity of the peak at 48.4° corressponding to the 

diffraction plane (115) and the peak at 34.6° representing (105) increases fast. It infers 

crystallization and orientation of the POM fiber should be significantly improved. 

Meanwhile, it can be observed the diffraction peak positions under different draw ratios 

had no change, indicating hot drawing did not affect the crystal type.  

To quantitively examine orientation of the fiber during hot drawing, azimuthal 

integrations of the (100) diffraction at various drawing stages were obtained as shown in 

Figure  4.8. For hexagonal POM unit cell, the orientation factors at different drawing 

stages were calculated with Herman’s orientation model, as shown in Table 4.1. The 

orientation factor increases during the drawing stages with a maximum value of 0.875 at 

40× drawing. It can be found that a majority of the orientation was completed in the first 

stage, which emphasized the importance of the first stage drawing. It also shows that the 

mechanical property has potential to be further improved by optimzing the drawing 

conditions. With a total draw ratio of 40, high tensile strength and high modulus fibers 

were obtained. Figure  4.9 shows representative tensile stress-strain curves of gel-spun 

POM fibers. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus are 2.01±0.11 GPa and 40.60± 

0.69 GPa, respectively. The strain at maximum load is about 10%.  
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Figure 4.8. Relative intensity of the 100 as a function of the azimuthal diffraction angle 

for gel-spun POM fibers at various stages 

 

Table 4.1. Orientation factors of POM fibers 

Fiber type Orientation factor 

Precursor -0.2734 

1st stage 12.5× 0.7654 

2nd stage 25× 0.8103 

3rd stage 40× 0.8752 
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Figure 4.9. Representative stress-strain curves of gel-spun POM fibers with total draw 

ratio of 40.  

 

Raman spectroscopy was also used to examine the orientation of the POM fibers 

during hot drawing stages, as shown in Figure  4.10. As is known, POM has two types of 

crystalline forms: an orthorhombic with a 2/1 helical conformation and a hexagonal unit 

structure with a 9/5 helical conformation. It can be confirmed from the Raman spectra 

that the crystalline structure is hexagonal with the peaks at 542 cm-1, 921cm-1, 1339 cm-1 

and 1493 cm-1 [40] . Meanwhile, the elimination of the peak at 1130 cm-1 demonstrates 

the transformation of noncrystalline region to crystalline region in the first stage of 

drawing. It can also be observed that the width of the peak becomes narrower and the 
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intensity of each peak increases, indicating the degree of crystallinity and orientation is 

higher with progress of hot drawing.  

 

Figure 4.10. Raman spectroscopy of the gel-spun POM fibers at various drawing stages 

 

The oriented fiber may have two types of morphological structure in the 

crystalline region: extended-chain crystal (ECC) and  folded-chain crystal (FCC). The 

FCCs may be considered as imperfect crystals with stems shorter than ECCs and with 

folded-chain segments on two opposite sites [39]. Thus, to obtain highly oriented fiber, 

the ECCs need to be increased. For the gel-spun POM fiber, as observed from SEM 

image, the shish-kebab structure is a hybrid structure of ECC and FCC [41]. This 

particular structure is also found for polyethylene, consisting of a pile of lamellar 
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crystallinites grown around a single polymer crystal with an extended chain structure 

[42]. However, it is hard to identify the two types of phases of hexagonal from the Raman 

spectra, as the vibrational spectra of the two crystal structures are identical. Similarly, no 

significant difference exisits between the WAXD patterns of the two crystal structures. 

DSC of the pellets and the fibers in Figure  4.1 provides a solution for identifying the 

components of ECC and FCC in the oriented fiber. As the melting point of ECC is 

187 °C and the melting point of FCC is 175 °C [39], it can be deduced that the final fiber 

is mainly composed of ECC. Thus, with combination of WAXD, Raman and DSC, it can 

be obtained that a major composition of the gel-spun POM fiber is highly oriented 

extended-chain hexagonal crystal after hot drawing. 

 

4.4 Recommendations and Outlook  

A novel gel spinning process for producing strong POM continuous fibers was 

introduced. The POM gel-spinning process utilized similar techniques to UHMWPE gel-

spinning, which enabled efficient fiber spinning and solvent extraction. The concept of 

“oligomer-polymer” blend system was used to assist determination of an optimal spin-

solvent. The spin-solvent selected shared similar repeating units with POM with addition 

of an amine group to increase stability of POM. Thus, when selecting spin-solvents using 

the “oligomer-polymer” blend system, addition of other short functional groups can also 

be considered to improve certain types of properties.  

For the gel spinning of POM fibers or films, more work can be done. For 

example, the processing conditions including extruding temperature, jet stretch ratio and 

the hot drawing conditions can be optimized to further improve the mechanical properties 
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of the fiber. The rheological properties and thermal properties of the POM/caprolactam 

blends can further investigated to provide guidance for fiber spinning.    

 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this work, a gel spinning process for producing high-strength, high-modulus 

and continuous POM fibers was developed and investigated. Particularly, caprolactam 

was used as a spin solvent for POM with guidance of the “oligomer-polymer” blend 

system. The results showed that the POM/caprolactam blend was compatible and had a 

single melting peak at 144°C. The gelation temperature of the blend was about 147°C, 

which is consistent with mechanism of the gel formation. Gelation of the blend occurred 

because of liquid-liquid phase separation resulting from concentration fluctuation. These 

fluctuations were caused by crystallization of the polymer when the solution was 

quenched.  

A spin dope with 20% POM and 80% caprolactam was used for spinning gel-

fibers. After solvent extraction, the gel fibers were hot drawn for three stages in a silicone 

oil bath. The total draw ratio was about 40. The highly drawn, gel-spun POM fibers 

showed remarkably high tensile strength and Young’s modulus. Such fibers showed a 

highly oriented crystalline structure as measured with x-ray diffraction and Raman 

spectroscopy. All the results indicated that the selected spin solvent (caprolactam) was 

effective for gel spinning high-performance POM fibers. The “oligomer-polymer” blend 

system can be used for gel-spinning of other polymers.  
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5 Conclusions, Recommendations and Outlook 

5.1 Conclusions  

In this thesis, an ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system was used to gel spin high 

performance fibers. Based on this system, new spin solvents and extraction methods were 

discovered for improving process efficiency and reducing manufacturing cost. Besides, 

with this system, a new polymer was gel spun to obtain high performance fibers. The 

major work was covered from chapter 2 to chapter 4. UHMWPE was used as a 

representative case of high performance fibers to optimize the gel-spinning process. In 

chapter 2, polybutene was found to be a new spin solvent for UHMWPE, which can 

significantly improve extraction efficiency and reduce consumption of extraction 

solvents. The major contribution resulted from strong phase separation of the 

UHMWPE/PB blend.  To further improve the extraction efficiency and reduce 

consumption of extraction solvents, in the work shown in chapter 3, a mechanical 

twisting method was developed to remove spin solvents. This was completed by utilizing 

the strong phase separation behavior of the ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend at ambient 

temperature. It was demonstrated that as much as 70% spin solvents can be removed with 

applied twisting while maintaining mechanical properties of the final fiber. Large-size 

and high-strength UHMWPE fibers were obtained with a developed twist-film gel 

spinning process. Compared to conventional strong PE fibers, these fibers had noticeable 

features of diameter about 80 μm and strength of 3.2 GPa, which can be used as fish line 

and dental floss.  Besides addressing the extraction issue of gel spinning, the ‘oligomer-

polymer’ blend system was also useful for exploring new polymers that can be gel-spun. 
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As presented in chapter 4, POM gel-spun fibers were successfully obtained with a 

selected oligomer caprolactam.  Specific results of each of the three chapters are 

recapitulated as follows.  

In chapter 2, a low molecular weight polybutene was used as a new spin solvent 

for gel spinning of UHMWPE fibers. A 98/2 wt. % UHMWPE/PB gel exhibits a melting 

temperature about 115°C and shows large-scale phase separation upon cooling the 

solution to room temperature. The resulting precursor fiber from this gel was hot-drawn 

to a ratio of 120 yielding a fiber with tensile strength of 4 GPa and Young's modulus of 

over 150 GPa. Wide-angle x-ray diffraction indicates good molecular orientation along 

the fiber axis. The results also demonstrate the potential to further improve the 

mechanical properties. With respect to the gel spinning industry, this new solvent has a 

number of advantages over paraffin oil and decahydronaphthalene, and holds a promise 

of greatly improving the process efficiency.  Phase diagrams of PE/PB blend and 

PE/paraffin oil were built based on Flory-Huggins theory to compare phase separation at 

room temperature. The simulated results were consistent with the experimental data that 

PE/PB shows stronger phase separation when quenched to room temperature. PB is more 

effective for improving efficiency and reducing cost in the extraction stage.  

In chapter 3, to further improve extraction efficiency and reduce usage of 

extraction solvents, a novel twist-film gel spinning process was developed for large-size 

and high performance ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) 

monofilaments. In this process, twisting is demonstrated as an effective way to 

significantly reduce consumption of extraction solvent by more than 70%. Applying 

twisting to the gel film makes conventional solvent extraction proceed significantly 
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faster.  Besides solvent extraction efficiency is greatly improved, UHMWPE 

monofilaments can be obtained with diameter about 80 μm while tensile strength is still 

over 3.2 GPa, which cannot be completed with conventional processes. Compared to the 

conventional ones, this process is more efficient and cost-effective for commercialization 

of high performance and large-size UHMWPE monofilaments. It is expected to promote 

broad expansion of such monofilaments into various applications. 

In chapter 4, a novel gel spinning process was introduced for producing high 

strength polyoxymethylene (POM) fibers. The POM gel-spinning process was enabled 

through an oligomer-polymer blend instead of conventional organic solvents, and the 

gelation properties were investigated. An 80/20 wt. % caprolactam/POM gel exhibited a 

melting temperature about 145°C and was highly stretchable by hot drawing. Some 

outstanding features of a gel-spun POM fiber with a draw ratio of 40 are that tensile 

strength at break is 2.01±0.11 GPa, Young’s modulus is 40.60±0.69 GPa. The 

drawability and tensile strength are significantly improved compared to those previously 

reported. Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction and Raman Spectroscopy were used to show 

high crystallinity and good molecular orientation along the fiber direction. The results 

also demonstrate that the mechanical properties can be further improved by optimizing 

the process parameters. 

 

5.2. Recommendations  

The following recommendations can be made based on the results of the research 

work presented in this thesis.  
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First, it is expected that some other oligomers can be found for gel spinning of 

UHMWPE fibers based on the ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system. With such oligomers, 

the blends may have even stronger phase separation at room temperature. If high 

extraction rate can also be achieved, such oligomers have high potential to be applied in 

industry. For gel spinning of polymer fibers, the ultimate goal is to obtain high strength 

fibers while maintaining low manufacturing cost. The application of ‘oligomer-polymer’ 

blend system to gel spinning may significantly affect the industry.   

Second, some other mechanical methods have potential to be developed for 

removing spin-solvents, such as compression. A majority of the spin-solvents are trapped 

in the gel network after phase separation, which can be removed by twisting and 

squeezing. In this work, twisting was demonstrated as an effective way to remove 

solvents while maintaining excellent mechanical properties of the fiber. Little work has 

been completed about compressing the gel to remove solvents. It is possible to develop a 

new extraction method based on compression, which can make continuous fibers in a 

simple way.  

Third, for the twist-film gel spinning process, the film size and drawing 

conditions can be further optimized to improve fiber properties. It should have an 

optimized group of processing parameters. With such parameters, it is highly possible to 

obtain high-strength fibers in various sizes to meet requirements of increasing 

applications.   

Finally, the gel spinning process for POM fibers should be further investigated so 

that it can be scaled up for large-scale production. As demonstrated in this work, the 

tensile strength of gel-spun POM fibers can reach 2 GPa, which is higher than almost all 
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corresponding data reported on POM fibers. Meanwhile, equipment and procedures of 

the conventional gel spinning process can be adapted to POM gel spinning. Thus, the 

method developed in this thesis for gel spinning of POM can likely be scaled up for 

volume production. 

 

5.3 Outlook  

Some future work may be followed after this thesis work to further investigate the 

‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system and its application in gel spinning.  

First, more work should be completed to study the effect of processing conditions 

on properties of the final fibers. For UHMWPE fibers obtained with polybutene as the 

spin solvent, the effect of spin dope concentration and molecular weight of oligomer 

should be investigated. Besides, in the hot-drawing stages, drawing temperature, draw 

ratio and extension rate should also be studied to improve orientation of molecular 

chains. A series of processing parameters can affect fiber properties. Thus, the ultimate 

goal is to build a model to quantitatively analyze the effect of these parameters.  

Second, more theoretical work should be completed to assist in understanding of 

fundamental mechanism of the ‘oligomer-polymer’ blend system. In this thesis work, a 

phase diagram for the blend was built based on Flory-Huggins theory to explain strong 

phase separation behavior at room temperature. Several assumptions were made to 

simplify the model. In fact, more conditions should be considered in analysis of the 

blend, such as dependence of the interaction parameter on volume fraction.  
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Third, theoretical modeling is needed for the solvent removal by the mechanical 

twisting process. It is demonstrated with experimental results that twisting is an effective 

way to remove spin solvent. A key parameter that determines the effect of twisting is 

TPMM (twist per millimeter). An optimized value should be found to remove the 

maximum amount of solvent while maintaining mechanical property of the final fiber. It 

is hard to obtain this value with trials. Thus, a model for predicting the TPMM should be 

built based on the fiber geometry and properties of the spin solvent. With this model, the 

twisting process can be quantitatively described so that spin-solvent can be removed to 

the upper limit.  

Fourth, the relationship between processing and structure should be further 

investigated. Particularly, the effect of twisting on WAXD patterns and Raman spectra 

should be studied. Few reports in the literature can explain the effect of twisting on 

crystal structure. As shown in chapter 3, a peak with high density is observed in the 

azimuthal integrations, which is significantly different from that of PE fibers without 

twisting. It is still not clear how twisting induces this peak and the corresponding crystal 

structure.  

Finally, more work can be done for gel spinning of POM fibers. With the 

‘oligomer-polymer’ system, three oligomers were proposed. Experimental results 

demonstrated that two of them worked and high strength fibers can be obtained. Some 

other oligomers may also work and fibers with higher tensile strength may be obtained. 

When selecting oligomers, the stability of the blend should also be considered. For the 

POM fibers prepared with caprolactam in this work, more work can be done to optimize 

the hot drawing conditions. For example, drawing ratio and temperature at each stage can 
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be changed to check the effect on fiber property. The focus of this work was mechanical 

properties of the fiber at room temperature. In fact, other properties of the gel-spun POM 

fibers should also be investigated, such as electrical properties, creep and relaxation at 

elevated temperature and wear resistance.  


